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SSC WEEKLY NEWS 5th DECEMBER 2014

Race summary:

A frostbite series may not be a sailors ideal day out but I am sure that all who took part in this series
enjoyed every race as we were grateful for some excellent weather to sail in for the whole series but I
suppose that's what could be thought of as normal living on this coastline. Todays race started on time
and in a steady 2 to 3 breeze coming from the north and without too much chill factor to upset the
rescue crew.

Pendine - Monkstone - Harbour was set and off they all went with no problems around the start and all
seemed in a friendly mood so maybe it was the time of year. I did notice a well dressed Santa in the
form of Keith who it does appear likes to get well involved in the dressing up side of sailing, Peter and
Rhys set the pace in the Osprey with our current top two contenders David and James in hot pursuit, Jo
with new crew Hywel in the L2K were off with a good start as well. Harry our seasoned silver fleet
champion struggled on the line in the Vision but soon pulled the sails round and off he went. Steady
breeze and cool conditions enabled the race to run for 3 laps with our faster boats and 2 for the rest of
the fleet. Eventually the results were James Hayden 1st, David Plester 2nd, Peter Bower 3rd.

With temperatures dropping the second race was off and all the fleet continued around the same course,
normal positions were held but the new RS Aero in the hands of Keith and Santa seemed to be going
upwind better this time and made up some places, it is hard though to shake off the seasoned
professionals and similar position were held to the first race with slightly faster times though. A
shortened course was decided due to dropping winds and cooling temperatures. final positions were
James Hayden 1st, David Plester 2nd, Keith Jones 3rd.

Thanks to a very professional but slightly cold OOD team of Mick and Clare who had been relieved of
beach trolley duty to fly flags and take the times. Terry and Tom again were out there dressed for the
cold but well on the ball with mark setting and rescue cover. This was the final race of the frostbite
series so an end to any more race report till next spring, thanks to everyone who has helped make this
season a success.

2014 AGM:

Well for an AGM I must admit that when I entered the room for normal proceedings it felt a lot like
Xmas had come early with some excellent food in the form of a free buffet and some even more tasty
beers available to wet the appetites of those venturing out to attend. Well done to a seasoned team of
club helpers who also had the xmas decorations up along with the tree. Club president Rolfe John
opened proceedings with his address on the years progress with Commodore Martin Andrews following
with a talk that outlined the clubs year and future challenges along with some excellent sailing results
and a few photos of great days out on the water.

Formal AGM agenda was followed with various proposals outlined and voted on with differing results,
club finance director Rob Talboys gave a very clear presentation on the club finances and as with many
other clubs we rely a lot on peoples generosity of time and effort to balance the books. We all hope that
members will come forward and offer any time that they can with committee work, building
maintenance or sailing duties. Please contact any member of the committee if you are able to assist the
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club.

SSC WEEKLY NEWS 28th NOVEMBER 2014

Sunday Frostbite Racing:

Report from a Salty Seadog:

There are some old salty sailors out there who may argue that female OOD's make better judgments
and decisions when in charge of a fleet of highly tuned race addicts who need good leadership and
control - but we will come back to that later. As for the sailing it was another excellent Sunday out in
Saundersfoot Bay last week, where the weather is more often than not in favour of the lucky people
who come down each week to join in our racing calendar.

Storms and rain may have put a few off at this last session, or was it the John Lewis penguin enticing
thrifty crews off to the shops to grab a bargain ready for Xmas ? Anyway we still managed a decent
turnout of 5 boats and a team of eager helpers. Our skilful Lady OOD (under the watchful eye of her
mentor) set a testing Amroth - Monkstone - Harbour course. Simplicity in itself unless one of the fleet
forgets their glasses and goes off to the wrong mark with another following! This mistake by the
myopic, lost enough seconds at the end of the race to prove costly. James, with the borrowed Phantom
now under full control, looked like a race winner from the start. Rhys with Peter at the helm of the
Osprey were fast on his heels though, even after taking the diversion to Amroth!

What competitors would do well not to forget is that while all the spinnakers and big mains are looking
the part for some great photos, there is the stealth figure of current club champion David Plester
inconspicuously working his way up the field. We even had Keith along with nimble crew Hywel in the
Laser Vago managing to stay upright this week, which helped them considerably in the results. Despite
testing conditions Martin in the Topper kept going to keep in contention with some of these faster boats.
The final results after handicap adjustments were: 1st James Hayden, 2nd David Plester, 3rd Peter
Bower and Rhys Jackson.

The same course was set for the second race after some technical discussions were overheard coming
from the OOD's hut ! Was it consideration of some dark clouds on the horizon, or was it a “matrimonial”
between our husband and wife race officer team ?!! Hooters and flags happened at all the right times
and the fleet grouped together enough to cause some very close calls on who was going to need gel
coat repairs if they did not move. Once again James was first out of the blocks with Peter and Rhys now
going the right way and pulling ahead, whilst Keith, David and Martin did well to keep up with the family
tussle out in front.

The race was on and all eyes were looking at the boats flying off to Amroth - apart from the OOD who
was looking with binoculars in hand the other way and towards the beach and the oncoming black
clouds. I am not one to gossip but I am sure I heard one half of the family OOD team announce they
were off back home to take in the washing. However sense of duty prevailed and the signal was given to
shorten course - not for the washing! but due to the reducing wind and slow pace of boats coming round
the course.

Everyone finished and the results were: 1st James Hayden, 2nd Peter Bower and Rhys Jackson, 3rd
David Plester. Thanks to all our helpers including Tom and Terry out there in the rescue rib and
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especially to our family team of OOD's Paul and Julia who really do know how to run a great race, but
maybe should make sure that the race reporter is not standing too close next time to hear how it all
happens.
(Goodness - the Paparazzi are even embedded in the Club now !! Editor)

Harbour Developments:

Members of the club met with Michael Davies, CEO of Saundersfoot Harbour, last week about the
forthcoming development plans at Saundersfoot Harbour which will greatly improve water access and
visitor facilities. More information will be reported when available.

AGM – All Members:

Remember to attend the Club’s AGM this Sunday – all members are encouraged to participate, as the
basis for the operation of the Club for the next year will be decided. The bar will be open from 12.30
and light lunches will be served to prepare everyone for the business proceedings which start at 2pm.

Tailpiece:

Skippers Mate is completing his watch at this week’s AGM and will be handing his signal flags over to
another watch officer, who being more skilled with modern technology will be able to report via a wider
range of more up to date methods!
Thanks to all my dedicated readers and Bon Voyage for the future.

Frostbite Series Capsize – sensibly carried out in the harbour but not intentionally !!

Skippers Mate

SSC WEEKLY NEWS 7th NOVEMBER 2014

Frostbite Racing:

The 2014 Frostbite series continued last Sunday with 11 starters plus an enthusiastic club member with
a very early Christmas present in the form of a new RS Aero all packed up and not really ready to go.
The idea was that he turned up two hours early, unpack the boxes, ask a few experts where all the bits
go and then enter the race. The reality was that the bits took a lot longer to sort and when they finally
resembled a highly tuned racing machine, the smiling boat builders took their eye of the ball just as the
wind decided to blow through the dinghy park and scooped up anything not bolted down!
Keith will be very grateful to an eagle eyed Graham who did his impersonation of star goalie, Gordon
Banks, leaping across the dinghy park to save the new Aero, which was about to launch itself off into
destruction.
So after the entertainment the first race got under way with a weather front to fit everyone’s tastes.
Vivaldi’s four seasons would have been an appropriate backing as rain, sun, hale and even a few cats
and dogs were seen on the horizon mixing it with the wind and gusts which claimed a few capsizes.
Peter and Rhys decided it was time to turtle the Osprey and test the water temperature along with the
newly tamed Tazar with Mark and Trish.
The Monkstone – Pendine – Harbour course seemed a long way round at times, but the fleet persevered
and eventfully Daniel Jackson on loan from Tenby (RS600) took the win, with Ben Roberts (Topper) 2nd
and Jo Musson (Topper) 3rd.

For the second race, the wind was shifting around and OOD David invited new course suggestions from
competitors, including a very wet Peter Bower in the Osprey, whose proposals were not printable, so the
same course was agreed!! At this point the now fully built racing Aero made a rapid entry to the start
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line. However, consistent with young colts’ behaviour, the new machine decided to show the new RS
helm who was boss, and turned them over.

The rain then came down, the wind blew and the rainbows came out and just as the race started, it all
slowed down and the boats merely floated round. Eventually the wind picked up again and an enjoyable
but maybe cold and wet flotilla finished the race with James Hayden (Phantom) 1st, Julia and Paul
Griffiths (National 12) 2nd and Daniel Jackson 3rd.

Thanks to David Plester and James for OOD and to Tom, Terry, Harry and Steve who provided safety
cover. Terry was reporting seals in the bay during the racing and even one which ultimately followed
them into the harbour.

Racing last Sunday

AGM:

Papers for the AGM to be held on Sunday 30th November are being distributed shortly to give members
an early reminder to consider issues that they wish to raise, and in particular to encourage volunteers to
come forward for the new Committee to help run the Club next year.

Skippers Mate

SSC WEEKLY NEWS 24th OCTOBER 2014

Frostbite Racing:

With gales sweeping in from the south west the races last Sunday were cancelled.No racing next Sunday
so the next two races will be at 12.30pm on Sunday 2nd November.

End of Season Cruiser Awards:

Whilst our cruiser fleet does not participate in regular racing, we value our cruiser fleet equally with
other craft. This year they have played a very helpful supportive role in taking youngsters out when
possible to give seafaring experience and the thrills of “big boat sailing”. This year’s Furthest Cruise
award goes jointly to Ray and Dot in Spartacus and Graham and Jo in Seafever for making the voyage
Lundy. It might have been further but for the need to battle back through a strong force 6 all the way !
Tony and Diana in Melody took the cup as leading cruiser in Barts Bash. John and Tonia easily won the
Most Days Afloat award and in their case it might be renamed the House Boat Cup as they really made
the most of an excellent Summer to get out on the water.

Some other boats in the harbour might take note as there is thought being given to withdrawing
moorings from those who never use their craft, which does not seem unreasonable when there is such
pressure for mooring places.

Blingo at Tenby SC:

This is bingo with a glitzy twist ! This fun packed evening of sparkling entertainment is open to all at
Tenby SC tomorrow night (Saturday) in aid of Tenby RNLI on whom we all depend. Please advise
commodore@tenbysailingclub.org.uk if you would like to participate.

Harbour Developments:
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They say that all publicity is good for promotion but announcing the wrong date is maybe not such a
good idea.

Michael Davies talk and discussion evening titled "Saundersfoot Harbour - Development Phases 1 and 2
- Strategy" is to be held at 7.30pm on Friday 14th November.

WYA no Longer:

The recent AGM unanimously agreed to rename the WYA to RYA Cymru Wales.

The rebranding process has been carefully thought through by the Board and there has been a lot of
consultation. This was important to ensure that 50 years of history is not forgotten and that they
continue to build on the work that has been done and to support the interests of members. The new
website address is www.ryacymruwales.org.uk

Topper Training:

Pembrokeshire Adventure Centre is offering a free Stage 3 course for Topper sailors on 27/28th or
29/30th October. You need to be 10 years or more, of a suitable weight for the class and to have
completed your Stage 2 confidently. Equipment can be provided.

To book phone Lyn Egelstaff on 01646 622013 or email lyn.Egelstaff@princes-trust.org.uk

RNLI Sea Safety Survey:

Tenby RNLI are asking for some help from members. The RNLI nationally are in the middle of a
comprehensive survey of all users of the sea and coast, with a view to better understanding habits in
order to target their safety messages more effectively.

Andrew Lowe, Lifeboat Sea Safety Officer from Tenby is inviting SSC members of any vessel (dinghies to
ocean going) to give their views and details for this survey.

It involves around a 30 minute meeting with Andrew – all information will be treated in confidence &
anonymity. He can meet you at the club, come to your home, meet at Tenby Lifeboat Station or your
favourite pub. The survey has to be completed by November 8th.

If you feel you can help, please either call or text him on 07770 996574, or email to:
andrew@signaturedesign.demon.co.uk and he will arrange a meet up.

Please support our RNLI.

Skippers Mate

SSC WEEKLY NEWS 17th OCTOBER 2014

State of the Nation:

Well - our glorious extended summer has finally come to an end with a series of southwesterly
depressions roaring in and precipitating some 120mms of rain in the last ten days (that’s almost 5
inches to you imperialists) and dropping daytime temperatures by 5-10 degrees C (new money again !!)
After the quiet breezes of the period of high pressure, some serious winds have whipped up the bay
during the last week or so, together with some pretty high tides. A beautiful respite was provided last
Sunday after the rain had passed through, but sadly no racing was scheduled! With very low spring
tides that day and the refreshed clear conditions, the Somerset and Devon coast was very visible across
the southern horizon with the blip of Lundy standing up like Table Mountain. Such conditions are a great
reminder to us all of the beautiful situation in which we live and boat ! It is salutary that perhaps the
most attractive picture at the recent Southampton Boat Show and doing the rounds in the boating
journals, is the advert for Milford Marina which features the Pembrokeshire coastline and Skomer. The
simple beauty surely rivals any other European coast?

End of Season Party and Prize Giving:

The club looked like the precious metal exchange last Saturday with all the silverware polished and on
parade for the season’s prize-giving award evening ! Proceedings started with Sailing Principal, Malcolm
Williams reporting on the RYA Training Achievements. Sadly few of the participants were present to
receive their certificates. You missed an excellent event, guys !
Dinghy Captain, Keith (Tina Turner) Jones then recapped on the racing season and thanked all
participants and helpers who made it happen. A particular thanks were deservedly given to Mick
Lightwood who fulfilled much more than his role of Sailing Secretary required and supported Keith
throughout. His enthusiasm and commitment were key to the success of our outstanding Barts Bash
event, which put SSC in a leading position amongst all Welsh Sailing Clubs. We most definitely “bashed”
above our weight in this world wide affair !!
Mick provided some interesting facts on our racing season which provided 40 races for 34 sailors
competing in 20 different classes of dinghy. The activity was supported by 160 volunteer sessions and
involved Mick in around 2,500 emails to coordinate things over the season.
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Keith then paid tribute to the sailing sub committee who steered the strategies and efficiently motivated
club members. This year’s prizes had been reorganised to award a wider spread of competitors and to
split each of the Early, Mid and Late season Series into a Main and a Silver fleet – the latter recognising
new and less experienced sailors. This principle was also applied to the Cup races.
In addition some Fun Prizes were introduced for non sailing members who nevertheless had contributed
to the successful season. Tom Eyre received the award for Best Photo and Top Support Crew and Huw
Stiley for Best Video which went viral on Facebook. Steve Hinksman took the Barts Bash Fancy Dress
Award with his Malcolm look-alike costume ! Clare Staniland received a great ovation for her constant
help as beach master, clubhouse liaison person and general welfare officer for which she received Club
Person of the Year Award and a presentation of flowers and photo montage from Hywel & Rhys Jackson.

Club Member of the Year – Clare Staniland with Hywel & Rhys Jackson

Keith Jones’ results for the season were always nipping at the winners’ heels & not taking poll position,
but his persistence throughout gained him the Most Races in the Season Award. Rhys Jackson received
the coveted Angela Hollies Trophy for Most Improved Sailor of the Year. Harry & Steve Hinksman took
the Silver Fleet Early Season Award, whilst Ben Roberts picked up the cups for the Junior Mid Season
Series and Bank Holiday Regatta races.
The Lady Helm award popularly went to Jo Musson who has been involved in so many ways this year.
Hywel Jackson scooped a number of Junior Fleet honours and the Junior Helm Award, resulting in an
armful of trophies and a very pleased grin!
Heading the results overall and becoming Club Champion for 2014 was David Plester in his Solo. After
receiving his trophies he added his thanks to Keith, the sailing sub committee and all the members who
had provided such an enjoyable season. He concluded proceedings endorsing the widespread view that
Saundersfoot was a great place to sail and that SSC was a great Club to be a part of.
Wendy’s excellent hot dogs and liquid transactions from the bar then took over for the rest of a lively,
friendly and most enjoyable evening.
Indeed it is a great Club to belong to !!
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Some of this Season’s Prizewinners

Next Racing:

The next two Frostbite races are at 2.30pm next Sunday.

From The Horses Mouth:

We are delighted that Harbour Manager Michael Davies is coming to the Club next month to detail the
proposed plans for the development of the Harbour area and its facilities. This will be a great
opportunity to find out more about aspects that interest each individual and the club as a whole and
also to correct some of the “fishwives tales” which have been heard around the village and which are as
wide of the mark as a rudderless boat helmed by a blind seadog !
All members are encouraged to attend and participate in the discussions. Book it in your diaries now –
7.30pm on Saturday 14th November.

Last Orders Please:

Whilst the AGM is still far enough ahead (6 weeks) for everyone to have conveniently put it “out of
mind”, any formal proposals to be considered at that meeting need to be with the Secretary a minimum
of three weeks beforehand. We welcome suggestions and ideas from members, so if you have ideas for
changes and improvements to the club, do let us know. Contact any committee member to convey your
views.

Skippers Mate

SSC WEEKLY NEWS 10th OCTOBER 2014

It’s In The air !!

Sailing Secretary Mick Lightwood reports that there is “something in the air down at the club these
days”. However, unlike Stella Gibbons’ Cold Comfort Farm where there was “something nasty in the
woodshed”, this feeling is definitely positive and seems to be creating a feel-good factor in the sailing
fleet. It is really great having high morale such as this within the club – do come and join us !

Club Racing:

The club started the Frosbite series last Sunday in windy, slightly overcast and very testing sailing
conditions with nine contestants of differing abilities. We were glad to welcome one potential new
member with some very good previous sailing experience who may well make a few race leaders look
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over their shoulders just that little bit more in the coming weeks.

James Hayden and Morgan set a testing Amroth / Monkstone / Harbour course in a very gusty force 4
wind that seemed to come roaring over the cliffs and knock down dinghies like bowling pins and before
the race had started two Lasers and a Vago had been toppled, but each managed to set themselves
back up just before the start gun. They all went off at a rate of knots that required the safety teams to
be on their toes, Peter Bower with new crew Rhys took off in the Osprey in the manner of the now
famous flying Tissimans. As with all new crews though, they needed a bit of bonding and co ordination
practice as the helm seemed to end the race with less teeth than he started with! It is rumoured there
is a loose molar somewhere in the bay !

Mark and Trish in the now tamed Tazar were on great form and steered the beast around with precision
and expertise; the RS Vision with new temporary helm Jo kept Steve on his toes, and even in the water
at one stage, but they managed to finish the course. Aled with new member Alex tested out the RS Feva
and did very well alongside Owen in the Laser Radial succumbing to only a few capsizes (or maybe it
was more than a few)!!
The race was completed after three laps with a couple of boats retiring. After handicap a good win for
David Plester in the Solo, 2nd was Peter Bower – Osprey and 3rd Andrew Williams - Laser 1.

The second race was round the same course with a smaller fleet due to windy retirements. It seemed to
be Osprey v Solo battling it out with Jo and Steve making sure they did not make any mistakes to finish
the race. 1st David Plester, 2nd Peter Bower and Rhys Jackson, 3rd Jo Musson and Steve Hinksman.
Thanks to OOD’s James and Morgan, and for safety cover provided by Terry, Ben, Peter with his
assistant.

A windy Start to this Season’s Frostbite Series.

Next Racing:

No racing this Sunday with the next two Frostbite series races at 2.30pm on Sunday 19th.

Prize Giving and Social:

Don’t forget that it is the prize award and social evening this Saturday at 7pm. Refreshments include
Wendy’s hot dogs and a good night is in prospect. Please let Mick know if you are coming. Email
lightwoods@outlook.com

Skippers Mate

SSC WEEKLY NEWS 3rd OCTOBER 2014

Club Racing:

After all the fun and social excitement of Barts Bash, it was back to normal business last Sunday with
practically no wind and a group of sailors who maybe wanted to go or maybe didn't. In the end, the
OOD made the decision and they sailed out onto a glassy sea which did finally turn into a sort of sailable
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experience.
A Pendine / Monkstone /Outlet course was set and the beat out to Pendine was very challenging in the
near windless conditions! The choice of which side of the bay to pick could have been a race winner. Paul
and Julia seemed to find a bit of breeze and so were pursued by David in the Solo. Judy Lightwood’s
first racing experience in Barts Bash had clearly given her a taste for it and she valiantly pursued the
others in her Topper.
The course was shortened to one lap due to lack of wind and the eventual results were: 1st David
Plester (Solo), 2nd Paul and Julia Griffiths (RS200), 3rd Keith (Streaker).
Thanks to Jo Musson and Tom on OOD duty with Graham, Rhys, Terry and James on rescue.

Members Success:

Congratulations to Ben Roberts and Aled Llewellyn Jones who represented SSC at the WYA Welsh Zone
Championships. Over 100 junior and youth sailors from all over Wales invaded Pembrokeshire Yacht
Club to take part in some competitive racing. Our youngsters came 7th and 19th respectively. A
particular achievement for Aled, sailing in his first major event.

End of a Great Season:

Well that’s it folks – the last of the main season racing – and a pretty successful one it has been! The
sailing team has organised a total of 40 club races plus a number of weekday sails, Coppet Week and
the record breaking Barts Bash.
To celebrate the successes of the sailing programme and to award the many prizes and trophies, we
have an evening event on Saturday 11th October starting at 7pm – so note this in your diaries now.
Appetites will be satiated with Wendy’s unsurpassed Welsh beef sausage hot dogs, thirst will be
quenched from the ever flowing bar and decibels will be raised by friendly banter debating the sailing,
the weather, the state of the Nation and anything else anyone wishes to engage in!
To help assist the prediction of dogs required please send a signal (text, phone, email or flag) to Mick
that you are coming.

Frostbite:

This however is not the end of the racing for the year, as there remains the ever challenging Frostbite
Series of another 10 races – weather willing- for the hardy enthusiasts. The first two are scheduled for
this Sunday with a 3pm start.

The Lighter Side of Barts Bash- How to fit a Blue whale into a Topper.
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Tina Turner visits SSC ?
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RS200 Crew High on speed?!!

Skippers Mate

SSC WEEKLY NEWS 26th SEPTEMBER 2014

Barts Bash – what a tribute from SSC !

Sunday 21st September 2014 may well be remembered in future years as a day when members from all
generations came together to support a global sailing event with the added incentive that Saundersfoot
Sailing Club may well be included in the next edition of "The Guinness Book of Records". We may well
have achieved the accolade of the club with the largest number of participating craft in Wales which
would be fantastic. It seems almost certain that we contributed to a Guinness Record in respect of the
overall numbers sailing “together” around the world.
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Beachhead Barts Bash.

Build Up and Dress Up:

From about 11am the club was buzzing with excitement and enthusiasm with members wanting to get
everything organised for a day to remember and a day on which we achieved our largest fleet of boats
massed out in the bay for a club race. Everyone seemed to be getting on with all sorts of jobs from
rigging and decorating boats with crocodiles, dolphins, dragons and flags to sorting and organising the
club house ready for the evening festivities. Normally the standard dress code for sailors is the good old
wetsuit but on this day there were animal skins, fancy dress costumes and even a good looking version
of Tina Turner in high heels – who turned the head of the OOD as she sailed out through harbour
entrance!

Barts Bash goes exotic.

A total of 36 boats comprising many different classes of dinghies as well as cruisers came to the start
line ready for the hooter to go for a prompt 4pm start. The normally empty harbour walls were
crammed with onlookers all wondering what on earth was going on with all the odd looking people
dressed up and jockeying for position before an almost perfect start.

The Racing:

There was a fairly steady F2 and the course of Monkstone - Pendine - Harbour seemed to suit the
occasion very well for all competitors which did include total novice sailors as well as experienced race
crews. Our embedded in-fleet reporter unfortunately was not in the best of positions to see all that was
going on as his Laser 2000 had a palm tree and two crocodiles up front and in the way so details of the
sailing is limited!!
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Barts Bash The Start.

35 crews completed the course which was an excellent achievement for all the complete novices having
a go. A well oiled land crew was ready and waiting to bring the fleet back to dry land and manage the
busy transition up the slipway and back into the park. Two mature sea salts (no names, no pack drill)
provided their own extra entertainment on transferring from cruiser to tender by turning the tender over
and going crabbing – or perhaps they were walking the plank ! Concern was expressed by loving
on-looking spouses, albeit mainly over the safety of expensive camera equipment!!

Barts Bash The Racing.

The Results:

The race results were as follows; the overall winner was our junior member Aled Llewellyn Jones in 1st
place, 2nd place went to David Plester in his Solo and the first lady helm went to Jo Musson who also
gained the prize of the first fancy dress over the finish line. Tony Phillips showed the younger sailors
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that skills are retained for life by winning the cruiser race and that there is still life in the old dogs – and
their old sails !!

Evening Festivities & Fund Raising:

An evening of food, drink and social enjoyment followed and included an excellent raffle draw with many
other forms of fund raising for the chosen cause. The financial success of the occasion was the raising in
a very short period of time after the sailing had finished, of a staggering £855 for "The Andrew Simpson
Sailing Foundation" - the charity formed in memory of “Bart” Simpson which aims to improve the lives
of young people through sailing activities.

Thanks:

Many thanks to all those involved with making this event so memorable and breaking all records and to
the generosity of SSC members for the fund raising. Pictures of the event thanks to David James can be
found at -
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/x5o7x6pnkpfuqak/AADiIOaM30mXEQ0i_8V86-Tsa?dl=0.

Future Racing:

Our last Club racing of the main season is at 10am this Sunday 28th September.

Other Support:

SSC have recently helped support Llanion Warriors Rowing Club in their first National League which was
attended by a large number of coastal rowing clubs from North Wales and around to The Mumbles. The
success of the event has encouraged LWRC to plan this as an annual event. It is good to be working
with other local clubs and helping each other out.

News from the WYA:

We may be reaching a close of summer events but it doesn't mean to say there aren't going to be
opportunities to get afloat over the winter. This weekend, the WYA Zone championships are being held
at Pembroke YC. There will also be some winter training in the region - dates to be announced, together
with a scattering of Christmas regattas thrown in.

Crew Opportunities:

Up until Christmas there are several boats which require crew in the Neyland cruiser racing series. They
welcome 16 year olds plus with preferably some sailing experience but not essential. Please note this is
NOT WYA/RYA training and the individuals are not likely to be CRB/DBS checked. Contact Martin Sykes
on 01348840420 or Steve Roblin 07855242052

AGM:

Please note our AGM will be held on Sunday 30th November at 2pm. Members are invited to attend and
contribute to ideas for the running of the club including nominating and/or standing for posts on the
committee. Any views or alternative ideas to the introduction of a Joining Fee in addition to the normal
subscription for new members ? Any suggestions or nominations to
secretary@saundersfootsailingclub.org.uk

Skippers Mate

SSC WEEKLY NEWS 19th SEPTEMBER 2014

Club Racing:

Iron Man displaced the Sunday racing last week. But this has allowed us to really get our act together
for this coming Sunday when we are contributing to the world wide Barts Bash in memory of UK
Olympic Sailor Bart Simpson. We are very committed to this event and to raising funds for the Andrew
Simpson Sailing Foundation.
We are on course to have a really big fleet of dinghies and cruisers turning out at 4pm for Sunday and
at the last count it looked as if we might well be the leading Sailing Club in the whole of Wales in terms
of numbers planned! Quite an achievement ! At time of writing we have 36 entries including 3 cruisers
which makes us 73rd out of 611 clubs world wide. Pretty good for a west Wales backwater! There are
whispers of BBC coverage in Saundersfoot which would be fantastic.
There will be home cooked food and real ale in the Club for the evening so do come down and enjoy the
celebrations and help the fund raising including a raffle.

Future Racing:

Our last Club racing of the main season is at 10am on Sunday 28th September. The Frostbite series for
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the serious hardy (or should that be foolhardy!) competitors continues after that.

AGM:

This year’s AGM will be held on Sunday 30th November at 2pm. It is hoped to arrange refreshments,
possibly a buffet, beforehand to make it a “members affair” rather than just the business meeting of the
year. This corresponds to the last Frostbite race of the season (11am start) to encourage sailors to join
in dripping but enthused !
Members are reminded that this is the key opportunity in the year to put forward proposals to affect
how the club is run. Normally the Committee suggest the need for changes to membership structure
and fees but do remember that individual members can also submit proposals on this or any issue.
To get you thinking about it, there is going to be a proposal to introduce a “once off Joining Fee” of £25
for new adult membership. This would not apply to existing members - except to encourage everyone to
rejoin on time - late payment always provides a cash flow problem for the club.
As always, all the Committee posts are up for re-election and members are strongly encouraged to put
names forward so that this managing group remain dynamic and enthusiastic and the work load is fairly
spread.

Into the Crystal Yonder – the Enchantment of Sailing.

Skippers Mate

SSC WEEKLY NEWS 12th SEPTEMBER 2014

Lady Helm & Junior Helm:

The entry guidelines for this event are that you must be a club member and either female or junior
under 18. Sadly many of of our juniors were away on holiday for this event last Saturday and there
were more helpers than sailors.
The race for these two awards was set round an Amroth - Pendine - Harbour course in a F3 breeze
across the bay. A lull at the start of the race saw all competitors struggle to cross the start line, but
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Hywel was well placed to catch the oncoming breeze and he was away. The extremely gusty conditions
proved very challenging resulting in Jo capsizing twice and hitting a mark, which enabled her to practice
her 360o turns. Keith Jones our dinghy captain followed the fleet in his Streaker but was unable to fool
the OOD about his age or gender.

There was some confusion about how many laps to race even though the board indicated three.
However all continued with Jo taking the Lady Helm honours and Hywel finishing 1st in his Topper for
the Junior Helm. The combo of Rhys and Tom came second in the Laser 2000.
Thanks to Malcolm as OOD assisted by Peter Anderson and to Pete, Mark, Trish and Huw on safety.
Where also would we be without Clare the professional beach master organising the slipway. An
excellent sail even though the numbers were low.

Club Racing:

Well it was a busy weekend on the water and it was great to see maintained enthusiasm at this stage of
the season with 9 boats from 7 classes taking part last Sunday. A very shifty wind resulted in a
Monkstone - Outlet - Amroth - Harbour course and with an age range of sailors and expertise that any
club would be glad to have as members, there was an expectation of good sailing about to happen in
the fleet. Unfortunately the wind spoiled the start and dropped off leaving the Tasar stranded and the
rest making the best of very little wind. However it soon picked up and with all boats then pointing in
the right direction enabled a competitive race to take place. The wind though could not make its mind
up which way to blow, causing the Osprey to have kite up/kite down syndrome. (Perhaps the helm was
not yet over his trip to the Tempest Worlds in Italy where there was sadly very little wind!) Jo as usual
was pushing for gold with the usual suspects of Paul, and ever professional crew Julia, chasing, with
Keith hard on their heels.
Final results were : 1st Paul & Julia Griffiths (N12), 2nd Keith Jones (Streaker - now for sale if anyone’s
interested), 3rd Jo Musson (Laser 1).

The second race after much discussion as to which way the wind was going to blow, resulted in a very
fast Monkstone - Amroth - Harbour course. The wind did blow and it blew those that could hang on,
round at some exciting reaching speeds, which were recorded by our resident phone app expert Tom in
the RIB. Peter Bower and James in the Osprey achieved over 12 knots & still kept control ! The Tasar of
Mark and Trish was also well sailed and up with the rest which was great to see. Peter Anderson
squeezed into a club Topper somehow kept ahead of the light weight junior Toppers, whilst Rhys
managed to keep the Laser Radial upright in the testing conditions. John Roberts in his Solo(which was
back to race spec. after emptying the tanks of water, had the main sheet come apart and over he went -
with a nice pair of glasses continuing down to the sea bed. A tow back and then off to the opticians for
him !
The final results after handicap were : 1st Keith Jones (Streaker), 2nd Peter Bower & James Hayden
(Osprey), 3rd Jo Musson (Laser).

Special thanks to Peter Ordway on his first solo flight as OOD in very testing and stressed conditions
assisted by James on flags and hooters and to Terry as usual on rescue with Tom and a weary Italian
traveller, Mick, in the other dory assisted by James’ dad.

Next Racing:

No racing next Sunday because of the Ironman. Next outing which will contribute to Barts Bash is on
Sunday 21st.

Denmark Displaces Cornwall !

After the demise of the Doombar, Ivan is offering the rest of the Carlsberg lager for £2 a pint this Friday
for just one week – if it lasts that long ! With a Committee meeting that evening there could be some
enlivened proceedings !

With Fond Memories:

It is with great sadness that we report the death of Life Member Joyce Gallon last Sunday. Joyce played
a full part in the Club serving as Committee Member for many years and still participating regularly in
the Friday Night Socials until illness prevented attendance. She was the most kind and thoughtful
character with a sharp intellect and keen understanding which served the Club well. Together with
husband Lindsay, the Gallons were the bedrock of the Club. Our most sincere wishes go out to Lindsay
and the family. This week’s photo was included in the Committee photo gallery for 1998.
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Skippers Mate

SSC WEEKLY NEWS 5th SEPTEMBER 2014

Club Racing:

Last Sunday was a lovely sunny day after previous blustery conditions, encouraging a fleet of 11 keen
competitors to turn out for two well-run races around the club course.
At the start, the eagle-eyed race team of Martin Andrews, Peter Ordway and Anita Osborne spotted
several who were over-eager and we had the second general recall of this season. The fleet got away at
the second attempt on a Monkstone –Pendine-Harbour course with two reaches followed by a testing
and shifty beat back to the harbour with the wind varying in strength and direction causing a few forced
tacks.
The faster boats got away slightly and had a real tussle until the end, all finishing within 50 yards or so
and they took the first four finishing places. Dave in the Solo made first, closely followed by Keith in his
Streaker, while Jo in her Laser finished 3rd, closely followed by Paul & Julia in the National 12. Hard on
the heels of the faster boats were the fleet of Toppers headed by Ben, just in front of James, with Hywel
finishing 3rd Topper.
A couple of the youngsters then headed off to Tenby to do rescue for the Caldey to Tenby swim while
the remaining competitors started the second race almost as soon as the first race was ended thanks to
the super-quick race team.
The same course was set, this time Paul & Julia seemed to be taming the temperamental National 12
and led around the first 2 marks although the Green machine had ideas of its own and a vicious wind
shift resulted in an impromptu tack and they were joining the Caldey to Tenby swimmers with a brief dip
of their own !
The smaller boats were staying very close behind, resulting in a second win in the last two weeks for
Ben in his Topper. He would have been more closely followed or even bettered by James, until James
followed the National 12 in a brief swim, letting in Keith, Jo & Dave in that order before the aquatic
section of James, Paul & Julia !
Many thanks as always to our dedicated race officers and rescue crews for providing such excellent
sport.
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Serene Summer Sailing last Sunday

Next Racing:

Next weekend we have our combined Junior/Lady Helm Race on Saturday at 3pm, followed by two club
races on Sunday afternoon starting at 4pm.

Oars Displace Sails:

After an afternoon’s rowing round the bay, Wisemans Bridge Rowing Club members feathered up to the
bar to rehydrate last Saturday. Over a sumptuous feast the activities of the day were reviewed and the
full clubhouse was deafening with good humoured chatter !
Thanks to Huw Morris and Martin Andrews plus Bryony from the rowers who managed the bar.

End of the World (Barrel) is Nigh !

Friday 5th September is nominated as “barrel emptying night” with Club favourite Doombar on offer at
just £2 per pint. Queues can assemble at 8.30pm for a real ale good evening ! Do come down to the
Club for the social.

Blue RIB Offer:

At the last Committee meeting it was agreed to sell the blue RIB complete with engine and trailer. This
unit has served the Club well since it was won for us by Junior Member, James North in the National
Honda RIB Challenge and remains in good order thanks to the tlc provided by Graham. Before we offer
it on the open market it is being offered to club members at a price of £3,500 ono. Please contact
Graham or Dave Jones asap if you might be interested in this deal.

Skippers Mate

SSC WEEKLY NEWS 29th AUGUST 2014

Bank Holiday Blues:

The only Bank Holiday Blues in evidence for last Sunday’s racing were the sea and the sky providing
super conditions. We had twelve very enthusiastic sailors raring to go, which is excellent for a Bank
Holiday Weekend Sunday and shows the support we are now getting to turn up and sail in a competitive
fleet each week.

The wind was SW force 4 to 5 and OOD Jo and assistant Tom set a Monkstone - Pendine - Amroth -
Harbour course. There was a bit of jostling at the start with the Phantom as usual taking no prisoners,
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requiring David in his Solo having to take avoiding action, but all friends really ! The blustery and
sometimes strong winds made for some great reaches and very hairy gybes, but everyone made it
round, apart from our visitor Sam who suffered a tiller breakage which caused him to retire. Rhys
Jackson out for the first time in a Laser Radial borrowed from our regular rescue crew Terry, went very
well and managed to keep the course and stay upright. He has obviously been listening to the great sail
training we had in the week from David, Ben and Paul - they may well regret giving away too many tips
next year.
The course possibly did not suit James and Morgan (RS200) as well as some, but they kept up the team
work and managed to get round in one piece finishing 4th. The club really has some great young sailors
coming through with Hywel and Ben always pushing the more mature and experienced sailors harder
and harder each week. Final result was 1st David Plester (Solo), 2nd Peter Bower (Phantom), 3rd Keith
Jones (Streaker).

Race 2 was off at pace with a slight change of course to Outlet - Amroth – Harbour, making it shorter
due to a keen eye from the OODs watching the mist rolling in. The conditions kept everyone on their
toes with a couple of spills showing that there was no easy sailing if they were to win the race. After two
laps the course was shortened before we lost sight of the crews. Results were: 1st Ben Roberts
(Topper), 2nd Keith Jones (Streaker), 3rd David Plester (Solo).
Thanks to race officers Jo and Tom and to Terry, Tom, David Hannam, Ben, and Huw for covering the
high seas in the rescue RIBs. Also to Clare and Malcolm who were getting stuck in as usual pulling
trailers up and down.

Last Week’s Racing.

Cruisers Pick their Day:

The experienced “old salts” took notice of the forecasts and sneaked in a great trip to Barafundle last
Sunday in good sailing weather which kept the kites flying well and the spirits high ! Sea Fever,
Elizabeth and Spartacus were joined by Andrew in his fishing boat.
Kites were flown to Jack Sound then genoa's all the way in. The return trip started as a broad reach but
tightened as they approached the sound. Unfortunately they had left Barafundle a little late in light
winds and had to motor from Tenby to catch the tide in the harbour, but a very enjoyable outing overall.

Bank Holiday Monday:

After all the rain and mist had disappeared, a trophy race was held last Monday. James Hayden in a
Phantom took the honours after a close race with new member and regular Coppet Week sailor, Maurice,
in a Contender who finished 2nd. 3rd was Hywell (Topper). After the racing everyone enjoyed hot dogs
and burgers supplied by Clare and assisted by Wendy. Thanks to Jo for opening the bar providing a very
sociable evening overall.

Next Racing:

Two races are scheduled for a 10am start this coming Sunday.

Lady Helm:

The annual Lady Helm race is scheduled for Saturday 6th September with a 3pm start. This event
provides a great opportunity for all our juniors to show off their skills learned during the year and for all
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the budding lady novices or advanced sailors to join in as well without being hassled and shouted at by
those over eager men sailors chasing points and cups!!

Honda RIB Challenge:

Rhys Jackson was very unlucky to lose out by 2 seconds in the local heat held at Pembroke water sports
centre on Saturday 23rd. Rhys has been having some extra practice with Huw and Malcolm where he
will have picked up some great skills on RIB driving and the club will be able to use this in future weeks
and months. The eventual winner was Leuan from Tenby SC and we wish him the best of luck in the
finals.

Barts Bash:

Our participation in this amazing event is now only four weeks away ! Cripes!! As of this moment there
are 2822 sailors signed up from 613 clubs in over 60 countries covering all 6 of the inhabited
Continents. By the time you read this, these figures will be out of date because each day the numbers
signing up are increasing, and now we are averaging nearly 100 per day, increasing every day. Come
and join us on 21st September.

Skippers Mate

SSC WEEKLY NEWS 22nd AUGUST 2014

Club Racing:

Seven boats started the race last Sunday in sunny conditions with a decent force 3-4 breeze. David and
new assistant Ben, set a traditional Amroth - Monkstone - Harbour course. As the boats approached the
gybe mark for the first time, the wind picked up noticeably creating various shouts of exhilaration,
alarm or sheer terror. However the first lap continued to be well contested until Mick decided to roll the
Laser upside down and was left behind. In the now windy conditions any small error was going to make
the helm pay. Paul and Julia Griffiths in the National 12 seized the winds with both hands as it were, and
with white knuckles achieved speeds which the safety crews had no chance keeping up with – but not
always necessarily in the desired direction ! In the end, the race was won by a steady but sure sail
around the marks from Keith Jones (Streaker), 2nd Mark and Debbie Tissiman (Fireball), 3rd Paul and
Julia Griffiths (National 12) and an excellent sail from James Crowney Richards who somehow managed
to keep the Topper upright and came in 4th.

The second race was round the same course and all was going well until looking back just as the fleet
was arriving at the Amroth gybe mark, it looked like a scene from a film as the water was being churned
up by the wind that accelerated everyone off at a rate of knots in all directions. Capsizes from Mark and
Debbie were joined again by Mick in a well overpowered Laser. The rescue crews were doing an
excellent job but were working hard to keep up with the fleet. Keith was again in front managing to
keep upright, but well in contention was James’ Topper and the now more controlled National 12.
Final results : Keith 1st, Mark and Debbie 2nd, James 3rd, Paul and Julia 4th.

Many thanks to Race Officers David and Ben and to Terry, Pete, Rhys, Anita and Tina who seemed to
spend a lot of time chasing all over the bay to keep everyone safe. Also thanks to helpers like Clare who
helped greatly with moving trolleys on the slipway.

Next Racing:

Two races are scheduled for a 5pm start this coming Sunday.

Bank Holiday Sailing:

There will be something for everyone this coming Bank Holiday Monday 25th August. As always, events
are weather dependent but an open invitation is extended to any craft - yachts, motor boats, fishing
boats & dinghies to join the cruiser fleet who will be making a voyage to Barafundle Bay. Lunch can be
taken on the beach or on board according to individual choice. This is not a race but a fun voyage for
boats to sail in company starting around 8am (HW 7am) from Saundersfoot harbour and returning from
Barafundle any time after 2pm after the tide turns at 1pm in order to arrive back in the harbour around
6-7pm (HW 7.10pm). Anyone needing a boat or a crew should put their details on the list inside the
clubhouse. Meanwhile Keith Jones is running a special dinghy race in Saundersfoot Bay, using what he
enigmatically describes as “a more complicated course” to test skills learnt earlier this year ! This will be
an individual trophy race so there is “silverware” to strive for. If anyone is available to help crew a safety
boat, please let Keith or Mick know. The start is at 5pm so that the finish corresponds to the return of
the fleet from Barafundle. The bar will then be open together with a barrel of real ale to go with your
own BBQ or local fish and chips whilst enjoying the great clubhouse view.

Wiseman’s Bridge Rowers - Masquerade:
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On Saturday 30th August the Rowers are joining us en masse for a lively evening for which we have a
full license 6-12pm. Everyone is welcome

Invitation to Non Sailors:

The dinghy group this year has been actively trying to promote dinghy activities and increase the
numbers of people sailing each week as well as improve sailing skills generally. To achieve this we need
a proactive team that assists each week on the RIBs which are used for safety cover. We currently have
a few non sailors who seem to really enjoy being out in one of the safety boats and spend a couple of
hours gently cruising but sometimes speeding to a boat in need. The regular team is a really sociable
group and is keen to encourage any other members who would like to join in with this role. There is also
the opportunity to gain an approved RYA Safety Boat Certificate. If you think that you would enjoy this
experience and would be willing to offer us a few hours when available, contact Mick via
sailingsecretary@saundersfootsailingclub.org.uk) or Keith or come into the club any Sunday when we
are racing and chat it through directly. This invitation is open to both members and others who are not
yet members - all ages welcome, male or female.

Committee Moves:

Janice Garwood is standing down as General Secretary due to family and other commitments and we
send best wishes for the recuperation of her partner Danny and thank her for her contribution from afar
and look forward to seeing her back in the club when she is able to make it. We are however delighted
to report that Jo Musson, whose name has increasingly appeared in recent Sunday racing reports, has
agreed to take on the role of Secretary for the rest of the year. We wish her well and will give her full
support as a new member of the Committee. Any correspondence can be addressed via email to
secretary@saundersfootsailingclub.org.uk. She is really getting into club involvement with plans to
undertake a power boat course, first aid training and do a sailing instructor course. It is really great to
be joined by such enthusiasm.

New Club Secretary – Jo Musson:

Clubhouse Opening:

Saturday club opening has continued with worthwhile attendances each week to date. Thanks to
Malcolm Williams who will man the bar next Saturday. We still need volunteers after that please.
Contact Ivan on 01834 812249 or ivan.littlewood23@btinternet.com

Environmental Issue:

An abandoned green tender has been cluttering the boat park for some time. Notice is now given that
this is being removed. Any legitimate owner can contact Graham at
bosun@saundersfootsailingclub.org.uk to recover the item and pay the dues – otherwise it will be
disposed of.
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Mick doing a proper job capsizing last week !!

Skippers Mate

SSC WEEKLY NEWS 15th AUGUST 2014

Club Racing:

On, off, on, off – shake it all about! The sailing team tried really hard to beat the weather and hold a
race last Sunday, but in the end had to bow to the powers of nature! A prudent decision certainly. Big
bad Bertha was still able to provide an inconvenient wiggle even after dissipating energy crossing the
Atlantic. In fact we probably had the best of it, as other areas received a much more serious buffeting
and drenching than we had in West Wales. Three intrepid sailors were keen to get out to race but
returned home early to a nice Sunday roast instead !

Next Racing:

Two races are scheduled for a 10.30pm start this coming Sunday.

Training:

There will be no training session this Tuesday in view of the continuing unsettled forecast.

Tempest Correction:

Following last week’s report on our Club member’s entry in the Tempest World Championships, we have
a correction from the two glamorous chaperones for the trip. They advise that the silverware Peter &
Mick are targeting is for the most glamorous (not the oldest) crew. They do not advise however whether
this is subject to Portsmouth Yardstick measurement like the sailing !! There is also some doubt as to
who will be clowning out on the trapeze to win the oldest swinger in town award !!

RYA RIB Challenge:

As previously reported we were delighted that four of our young members (Tom, James, Rhys and
Hywel) have been keen to represent the club in the RYA National RIB Challenge with the hope of
winning a new safety boat and engine for the Club. Unfortunately, only one person is eligible to enter
from each club. So following some in-house training by Huw Stiley for some and a RIB course at the
Pembroke Activity Centre for others, a decision was taken to ‘toss a coin’ to decide who would go to the
Regional heat on 23rd August at PAC.
The winner was Rhys Jackson, who we are sure will pull out all the stops and go for a winning time at
the heats. The final will be at Southampton in September, so we all wish Rhys the best of luck.

Clubhouse Opening:

Bodil and Andrew have done their stint in the clubhouse for the last few Saturdays. If members wish
this facility to continue, volunteers need to come forward to continue Saturday night opening. Contact
Ivan on 01834 812249 or ivan.littlewood23@btinternet.com
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Last Sunday’s Race was cancelled – but it might’ve been worse !!

Skippers Mate

SSC WEEKLY NEWS 8th AUGUST 2014

Club Racing:

Last Sunday’s racing fleet were in for a treat when our OOD on his first outing in the job made an epic
decision to use the newly sited big red water mark which could have been laid especially for the club by
Trinity House. We have all been aware of this new addition but full marks (ha! ha!) to James and his
assistant Morgan for using it.
The Race Officers had it going for them really with an enthusiastic fleet of keen sailors, a good blustery
3 to 4 wind and a course now using the new mark producing possibly the best beat of the season which
had the thumbs up from those flying round the course.
Six boats started out, with Hywel in his Topper making a race winning start if he were able to keep up
with the flying Tissimans, who were acrobatically showing us how high wire work in a Fireball should be
done. Battling alongside them was the flying circus of other close contenders for a gymnastics gold
medal.
Mick Lightwood clearly in philosophical mood, noted that as Paul and Julia in their National 12 passed
him in his lonely rescue dory, he heard only friendly banter and there seemed to be some intimate team
work going on to keep the boat skimming across the waves. He observed that married bliss obviously
pays off when sailing double handed together at high speed with high pressure manoeuvres intricately
happening without the need to talk - just the look of a helm in charge makes it all happen seamlessly.
(Ah, that it was always so !!)

Anyway while all the fancy trapezing was happening, there was the usual suspect of race winner
creeping up in stealth mode from behind, in the form of David Plester showing us how a Solo should be
sailed. Harry Hinksman helming his Dad round in the RS Vision made excellent progress and Hywel as
well in what were challenging conditions. John Roberts was having problems with his Solo and made an
early retirement back to harbour. Final positions after handicap were : 1st David Plester (Solo), 2nd
Mark and Debbie Tissiman (Fireball), 3rd Paul and Julia (National 12).

James sent the second race off again on the same Pendine, Red Mark, Harbour course, with contenders
using lessons learnt from the first race to outdo rivals in the second. They were joined as a late entry in
this race by Rhys Jackson in another Topper.
It was an impressive sight to see the N12 going round the red mark first ahead of the flying Tissimans.
Alas at the harbour mark, spouse telepathy failed and Paul gybed (despite crew advise that it was not
the right idea in the gusty shifting conditions) and upside down they went and with it the winning
position - and the helm had to make his own dinner that night !!
Final positions were 1st David Plester, 2nd Mark and Debbie Tissiman, 3rd Paul and Julia Griffiths. Rhys’s
recent training course proved its worth in the gusty conditions and he finished in 6th place which was
excellent.
Thanks to James and Morgan OOD. Also to Mick & Terry and Keith & Ben on safety who even managed
to bring home a speedboat with passenger and broken engine after Elgar’s crew spotted him drifting
towards the Mumbles.
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Fireball in action (photo courtesy of Tony Charles)

Next Racing:

Two races are scheduled for a 4.30pm start this coming Sunday.

Cruiser Outing:

Four of our cruiser fleet enjoyed a brisk sail to DZ2 and back last week. No racing- just a pleasant
outing in a decent breeze. DZ2 is one of the Pendine Range buoys in the bay which can be seen at times
reflecting the light in a line roughly towards the end of Worms Head. It looks tiny but in fact is huge !!

Friday Sailing/Training:

This Friday (8th) we are planning to take out any willing novice in the double handers (2 Laser 2000s,
the Feva & the Wayfarer) for training / experience. Experienced sailors will be on hand to guide and
assist and hopefully get the kites out as well. Social sailing will be available as well for anyone
interested. Start on the water at 4pm. Forecast W 2-3.
Please let Mick know if you are coming sailingsecretary@saundersfootsailingclub.org.uk

Tempests in Italy:

This year’s Tempest class world championship is being held at Lake Como in Italy on August 30th and
guess who is popping over for the week long event? Yes, our very own Peter Bower has decided his
shoulder should be up to the job of two races a day for five days! But who could he drag along to be his
crew? It was a difficult decision but Mick Lightwood’s arm was twisted half way around his back and
reluctantly he will be dragged , kicking and screaming, to crew for Peter in this prestigious event!!
The last time these two paired up they won the Tenby round Caldey race in 2013........so no pressure
guys! Wendy and Jude will be accompanying them as chaperones (it’s a hard life girls!)
So good luck to the team to bring some silverware back, even if it is only for the crew with the oldest
combined age!
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WYA Rebranding:

The Welsh Yachting Association is the RYA’s Council for Wales and recognised as a National Governing
Body by the Welsh Government and Sport Wales. WYA was 50 years old in 2013 and over that time has
played and continues to play a key role in developing the sport and talented young sailors. There is
often confusion over the distinction between the RYA & the WYA leading to a current plan to rebrand the
Welsh association. Consultation is being held between now and October 2014 when a resolution will be
put to the WYA AGM that the name is changed to RYA Cymru- Wales.
All views are welcome – contact hester.walker@welshsailing.org

Clubhouse Opening:

Don’t forget to give your views on Saturday evening opening. Volunteers welcome.
Contact Ivan on 01834 812249 or ivan.littlewood23@btinternet.com

Skippers Mate

SSC WEEKLY NEWS 1st AUGUST 2014

Club Racing:

The continuing brilliant weather is bringing more boats out for the racing each week. Last Sunday, 16
dinghies rigged up to take part in the final two races of the Mid Season Series and compete for a special
trophy as well. All the “big guns” were out apart from our talented new Oppie sailor, Aled with his
broken thumb, who had to contend with being head hooter blower and flag raiser (under the keen
scrutiny of his Dad!)

Once again there was some very close competition with mere seconds, after handicap adjustments,
between many boats

The Trophy race flew off to Monkstone all grouped ready to tussle at the first gybe mark where there
were a couple of spills but nothing to cause concern. The race was so well grouped that the OOD was
having trouble deciding when to shorten the course as all the youngsters after their recent training and
practice seemed to be holding their own against some of the more seasoned sailors of the fleet. After
handicap adjustments there was mere seconds between a large number of boats in this race which was
eventually won by Peter Bower in his Phantom, 2nd was David Plester in the Solo and 3rd Katie Hayden
in the Craig y Mor club Laser.

The second race started in the opposite direction to the first, to throw a bit of confusion into the pot and
off they went to Amroth without stopping for tea. All of a sudden, boats were going over like it was a
capsize practice session!! Having recovered from these diversions, the boats set about the course as if
Olympic medals were up for grabs. The wind and weather were in perfect unison to keep the watching
crowds wondering what was happening out there. At the same time the outdoor Sunday service was
proceeding and unfortunately the church choir started at the same moment as the hooter blasts for
finishing the race. This was embarrassing but it isn’t possible to delay the hoot for each competitor as
they finish !
Mike Cemm a guest sailor from Swanage SC finished first by 2 seconds but this is not eligible in the
Series race where the results were: 1st Peter Bower, 2nd Paul and Julia Griffiths (N12) and 3rd Katie
Hayden. Ben Roberts and Hywel Jackson both in Toppers had a hum dinging contest, finishing just one
second apart after 30 minutes of racing.
Thanks to Race Officers Mick and Judy and to Safety Crew Tom, Terry, Peter and Ben.

Racing Results:

Mid season final results and trophy winners will be announced when Sailing Secretary Mick - has
managed to marry his daughter off this week. (What a conflict of priorities !!)

Next Racing:

Two races are scheduled for a 10am start this coming Sunday – the first of the Late Season Series.

Clubhouse Opening:

Last Saturday night’s opening proved a success with a pleasant evening enjoyed by a good group of
members together with some Irish visitors. Andrew and Bodil have kindly committed to staffing the next
two Saturdays from 6.30pm but thereafter we need some other volunteers to maintain Saturday
opening. If members feel that this is a worthwhile venture, please can we have some support to staff it
from all those who enjoy the benefits of our well placed and comfortable clubhouse. Please contact Ivan
on 01834 812249 or ivan.littlewood23@btinternet.com

Dating Agency Expands! (Please see the poster on the cruiser page)
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The facility to bring prospective skippers and crews together that was reported last week is intended to
embrace not only yachts but also motor boats, fishing vessels or any other craft for the benefit of all
members to obtain more water activity. Please sign up on the register in the entrance to the clubhouse.
For more information contact Dave Jones on 07969 502955 or
cruisercaptain@saundersfootsailingclub.org.uk.

Chaos Theory - or do they all know where they are going ?!

Skippers Mate

SSC WEEKLY NEWS 25th JULY 2014

Club Racing:

Paul Griffiths reports on another fantastic day racing in Saundersfoot Bay last Sunday: Conditions were
glorious with Force 2 to 3 winds - if a little shifty, but also brilliant sunshine, resulting in an excellent
turnout of 13 boats enjoying close and competitive racing.

Race Officers Paul & Julia Griffiths were taking a break from trying to figure how the National Twelve is
supposed to fit together and accompanied by a veritable bevy of glamorous assistants (you too could
enjoy this, plus the provision of tea & coffee – just speak to our Sailing Secretary who is away at a
wedding this weekend having a much needed break).

After a wind change of 180 degrees, they finally settled on an anticlockwise Monkstone, Pendine,
Harbour course. The fleet set off at a fair rate towards Monkstone and onto Pendine with a tricky beat
back to the Harbour mark. After 2 or 3 closely fought laps the overall positions were Peter in his
Phantom in first place having quickly returned to form after his injury break, followed by the next 5
boats all finishing within 36 seconds of each other on corrected times, showing just how close the racing
was. In second place was Dave Plester in his Solo, despite having been lassoed by a fisherman prior to
the start! Third place went to Keith Jones in his Streaker only 3 seconds behind, with James Crowney
finishing a highly creditable 4th in his Topper, again just ahead of Ben & Aled in the GP, who were a
mere 1 second ahead of Jo in her Laser.

The rest of the fleet also enjoyed an excellent race with Rhys and Sam venturing out for the first time in
the Wayfarer.

After a suitable break for coffee and biscuits, the course was reversed to Amroth, Monkstone, Harbour
clockwise triangle which seemed to be enjoyed by all and another excellent race ensued. This was again
closely contested by all. After many position changes, the results were : 1st Dave (Solo), 2nd Keith
(Streaker) with the youthful GP team moving up to 3rd . Peter was 4th - after carefully checking the
moorings at the Pendine Buoy!! - finishing ahead of the Toppers of James and Hywel.

On return to harbour Rhys & Sam appeared to decide that the Wayfarer should be on a side mooring
and skilfully attached themselves to the harbour wall, requiring assistance from Graham & Terry in the
Honda Rib!!
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Thanks to all those who assisted in the hut and on the water and good to see Tina & Charlie back out on
rescue.

Next Club Racing:

This next Sunday is the last of the mid season races – yes, already, where has the season gone ?!
Racing starts at 5.30pm and the forecast is good, so even if you think that you have no chance of
winning that coveted mid season trophy from the gang of usual suspects who are up there each week
battling it out for the top spots, then this is your chance. Gold fleet, Silver fleet and Junior are there for
the taking, so polish up those sails and book your place.

Hot Weather, Warm Sea, Great Surroundings:

On the sail programme we have a Friday sail planned for this week. This can be for what ever any club
member wants to do. The clubhouse will be open afterwards if you would like to wash the salty water
away with a refreshing drink or a well earned cup of tea. If enough sailors wish it a short friendly race
will be organised, otherwise it will just be social sailing for pleasure.

Offers for help with safety cover would also be welcome, so if you would like a couple of hours cruising
around the bay in one of our high performance RIBs then please let Mick know. HW is 6.15pm so we will
be mustering around 4.30pm. This event is on Facebook so you can click to let Mick know if you are
coming.

Sail Training:

This week we are running 5 daily sessions of sail training with the finale on Friday afternoon.

Clubhouse Opening:

Thanks to Andrew and Bodil, the clubhouse will be open on Saturday 26th July from 6pm as well as the
usual Friday evenings. Opening days thereafter will be reviewed depending upon Members’ feedback, so
please give your preferences and ideas to Ivan on 01834 812249 or ivan.littlewood23@btinternet.com

Cruiser Dating Agency !

Dave Jones – Cruiser Captain – has initiated a means of bringing together skippers seeking crew and
crew seeking cruiser sailing. Hopefully this will facilitate more cruiser sailing for more members. There is
now a register just inside the door of the Sailing Club on which skippers can advertise for crew and
other members can offer their services as crew. Previous experience is not essential as there will be
opportunities to learn the ropes. It is hoped that this will enable cruisers to be more widely used for the
benefit of more members.

For more information please contact Dave Jones on 07969 502955

Honda RYA Youth RIB Championship

As previously reported, this national competition brings out the very best in youth powerboat handling
and provides exceptional prizes. SSC have four hopeful candidates to win a RIB for the club and also
improve their skills at the controls, in what can sometimes be very testing conditions out in the bay.

It is easy to forget during the current periods of nice warm weather that our rescue teams are there for
a very good reason and when needed are required to use the skills that have been learnt over the
periods of training and practice sessions, so this is really excellent experience.
Hywel and Rhys Jackson, Tom Eyre and James Crowney Richards will be striving to become the SSC
candidate to go forward to the next round in the competition. Thanks to Malcolm, Huw and Tina in
helping our young hopefuls develop their skills to prepare for this challenge.

Bank Holiday Monday 25th August:

The Sailing Sub Committee are open to suggestions for August Bank Holiday Monday. At present we
have not included the usual Regatta in the Programme but if there is enough co-ordinated interest we
can organize an event on, and /or, off the water. So please come forward with any offers of ideas and
help.

SSC Young Persons Welfare Officer:

We are delighted that Alison Roberts (Ben’s mum), has recently taken on the role of Young Persons
(Child Protection) Officer at the club and is now the designated person to carry out DBS checks
(formerly CRB checks). The checks are intended for all adult volunteers within the club who are likely to
be working with any young persons (under 18 years of age) on training, safety duties, or any organised
event. Alison or Keith (sailing captain) will contact all those who we feel should have the checks carried
out and advise them of the procedure. Alison’s photograph will be on the club notice board from this
week for those who do not already know her.
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Action, Thrills, Enjoyment and Spectacle at SSC.

Skippers Mate

SSC WEEKLY NEWS 18th JULY 2014

Club Racing:

Appropriately for last Sunday- July 13th, thirteen boats took to the water for the first of two club races.
Eight different classes of dinghy were represented providing a varied visual spectacle and a more
complex calculation of the race results! It was a glorious, very warm and sunny evening for the start
and a good mix of age and ability made for an exciting expectation of tactical racing. The prospect was
enhanced by the setting of a more complex course than usual around all four of the regular club marks,
namely Pendine, Monkstone, Amroth, Harbour making up two triangles for a single circuit. It was good
to see Peter Bower back in the land of the living phantom - returning to racing after his unfortunate
injury! Clearly the break had not dimmed his ability as he lead all the way round although closely
chased by Paul and Julia in the N12 and Jo in her Laser. Steve Cavel was also showing his form sailing a
close race in the middle of the field together with John Roberts - both in their Solos. New sailors Tom
Eyre and Rhys Jackson cruised round satisfactorily in the Wayfarer - well done both, especially as they
have only done a few weeks of training before coming out racing. The race was eventually won after
three laps by Peter, 2nd Jo Musson and 3rd Paul and Julia. A well earned 4th place for James in his
Topper, closely followed by Aled in the Oppie – a good result for both.
The course was revised to a traditional triangle - Amroth, Monkstone, Harbour and the fleet set off on
the second race, again all in very close competition. This is definitely making the racing more enjoyable
and challenging for all. There was a bit of “follow my leader” syndrome at one point, but unfortunately
the five boats that did the following went round the mark the wrong way and were thus judged as "did
not finish". The final results were Jo 1st, Paul and Julia 2nd and Peter in his Phantom 3rd.

Thanks to OOD Keith Jones with timekeeper Wendy, also to those on rescue where there was a bit of a
family affair with Judy and her dad crewing for our regular rib drivers Huw and Pete.

Next Club Racing:

There are two races next Sunday with a midday start.

Tuesday Sailing:

No sailing this Tuesday as the tides are difficult, but there is the prospect of other extra sailing and
possible voyages during the school holidays – so watch this space !

Optimistic Outlook for Bank Holiday Weekend in Cardiff !

Optimist sailors who are optimistic about their sailing skills can try their hand in the Welsh Open
Championship for the Class which is to be held on the Bank Holiday weekend of the 23rd, 24th and 25th
August 2014 at Cardiff Bay Yacht Club. Registration is on the Saturday with first race at 2pm. This event
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promises three days of fun and competitive sailing.

“Elgar” – the new elegant addition to SSC’s Cruiser Fleet.

Skippers Mate

SSC WEEKLY NEWS 11th JULY 2014

Club Racing:

A combination of the wonderful recent weather and the euphoria of winning a race last week has lifted
our Sailing secretary Mick to new “highs”. In this week’s commentary on the racing, he prefaces his
report with “a big thank you to whoever decided to put a sailing club in Saundersfoot Bay - an absolute
classic decision and one that is providing rewards on a weekly basis now with more people coming down
for the sailing in stunning surroundings.”

Last Sunday’s race started well with everyone in unison behind the line with the Amroth mark as the
first aim. After the gun however unison was lost with the fleet dispersing in all directions with very
different views of how to get there! Surprisingly they all seemed to arrive at the mark at the same time
and the air was full of shouts for "water", "move over", "windward boat" and even a bit of " %#%$*"
(not in the rule book!). Maybe another session on sailing rules would be a good thing ?!

Out of the mayhem came the Phoenix in the form of Jo Musson in her Laser 1 with its new sail crinkling
in the breeze, showing that all her practice has clearly paid off as she led the race for the next two laps.
The rest of the fleet kept in close order in hot pursuit with Paul and Julia in their newly acquired National
12 seemingly resetting a bit of this and a bit of that and slowly creeping up the rankings. The selected
course may not have suited everyone, especially James and Morgan in the RS200 who were obviously
frustrated that the race winning kite could not fly as much as they would have liked. Phil Barlow had
borrowed an RS Vision with new crew Ross and was well in contention until its owner in another boat
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unfortunately collided with him - luckily no damage except to the pride.

The final result was a win for David Plester (Solo), 2nd Jo (Laser) and 3rd Keith (Streaker). A special
mention is due to Topper helmed by Hywel Jackson who gained 4th place - well done Hywel! We
obviously have some talented youngsters coming through the ranks now with Aled doing well last week
in his Optimist, and look out for Rhys - he could be the dark horse for the future.

Many thanks to Race Officers Pete Ordway, Peter and Clare, and safety supporters in the form of Huw,
Martin, Ben, Tom, Sam and Terry.

Pirates Invade Saundersfoot:

Following the dinghy race a load of pirates appeared on the beach and not all old lags, as there was
some young blood onboard as well to paddle the club raft to a hopeful victory in the Fish Week Raft
Race. Looking at the sleek lines of the craft and the precision build by our very own swash buckling
engineers - Andrew, Graham and Jo together with advice from privateer consultants Malcolm and Tom,
it should have won – especially as it was the only raft with a sail! Alas we never knew about "Pipe
Dreams" an excellent frigate build of almost nothing and a few hula hula paddlers who splashed their
way to victory. The club did maintain its honour by beating the handpicked harbour team and indeed the
rowing club, but the results were very much in second place to the fun and enjoyment which extended
to the many watchers as well.
The event was widely applauded as a success and plans are already being mused over for next year.

The dastardly pirate crew of the SSC Raft.
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The 2014 Fish Week Raft Race in Full F(l)ight (Fair or Not) !!

Sail Training:

This Friday is the first of our club sessions with some experienced helms providing tips and advice to
other sailors (Juniors and Adults) who would like to gain further knowledge and experience. We will be
using our double hander boats on a first come first served basis but others can join in in single hander
craft as well.

Next Club Racing:

There are two races next Sunday with a 5.30pm start.

Skippers Mate

SSC WEEKLY NEWS 4th JULY 2014

Club Racing:

It's difficult to see how a Sunday evening out sailing in the bay of Saundersfoot with the sun shining and
a cool ENE 2 - 3 breeze blowing, can be beaten really! To prove the point last Sunday, there were 13
boats with a mix of 10 different classes and an incredible age range on the water from 3 to 81 !! Do we
cater for everyone? - I think we do !! We were even joined at one point by Elgar (Westerly Fulmar) our
newest arrival in the cruiser fleet, who decided that joining in the race may have caused slight
consternation among our younger racers as it loomed over like an ocean liner compared to the little
Optimists, and so merely looked on.

A slight delay to the start due mainly to the tides ambling in at a slower rate than we expected when
the plan was put together, but soon all was well and we were off. Well almost off - as timing, flags and
race information boards were causing minor confusion. But it was all worked out in the end and the fleet
set off towards Amroth. The close bunching of the great variety of boats was a pleasant sight and the
competitors were evenly matched with Daniel and his young crew Scarlett in the Miracle snapping at the
stern of some of our more regular race leaders.

Great to see new mum Katie back out in the Laser, and still competitive even when bits started to fall off
- the boat, not her ! Lets hope new arrival Harry was watching from the beach and learning some
tactics, as I would imagine there will be some sailing tips going in the direction of husband James when
he see's the results at breakfast.

An excellent race culminated in a win for Keith (Streaker) taking full advantage while his nemesis David
was away, followed only 8 seconds behind by Daniel and super crew Scarlett (Miracle), closely followed
just 25 seconds behind by our up and coming young sailor Aled (Optimist) in 3rd place. It was a tight
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race throughout, with only 20 seconds between 4th, 5th and 6th places. What a great result !!

The second race was moved to a harbour start and a new course which sent them off in the direction of
Monkstone - Amroth and back to harbour. All flags and watches seemed to have been untangled and
reset, but unfortunately for Keith and Phil the anticipation of a flying start got the better of them and
our hawk eyed OOD Mr Peter “I’m never over the line” Bower called them back. The rest shot off and
were away round the course which culminated in a first win for Mick Lightwood in the Laser, 2nd was
James now that Katie had to retire and 3rd was Paul and Julia Griffiths in their National 12.

Good to see new sailing recruit Rhys out on the water racing and Dave Hannan in his Comet Duo who I
am sure will be a force when he manages to sort the tangle of ropes. Thanks of course to Peter and Jo
in the OOD box, Pete, Hywel, Terry and Ben in the rescue boats for keeping an eye on everyone.

Thanks to Mick Lightwood for providing this report.

Next Racing:

Sailors please note that next Sunday the single club race starts at 10.45am and not 11am as shown in
the schedule, in order to give time to get back in for the raft race.

Fish Week – Raft Race:

SSC are providing two rescue boats for the raft race next Sunday and we have a raft entered as well, so
if you have not already been watching the dinghy racing, do come down for the start at 12.30pm after
the sailing. It is all looking like a great weekend for Saundersfoot.

CYRCS:

There have been three Youth Racing Circuit meetings at various Clubs around West Wales so far this
season and we are delighted to report that our budding Ainslie – Aled - has come first in the Optimist
section in them all. Not a bad result having only participated in the CYRCS for the first time this year !
Well done Aled – what an excellent start to the season – two more CYRC meetings to go !

Barts Bash:

The international record breaking attempt to get the most boats sailing across the world for a single
purpose of celebrating the life of Bart Simpson – the UK Olympic sailor who was killed in a tragic sailing
accident last year – is gaining momentum. SSC is now in the top 10 clubs registered for this event on
21st Sept 2014, alongside some of the really big Clubs in the UK.

Sail Training:

A sail training session was run last Saturday. More information for anyone interested in future sessions
please contact Malcolm on 01994 448383.
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Two Toppers under direction during last Saturday’s Sail Training.

Skippers Mate

SSC WEEKLY NEWS 27th JUNE 2014

Club Racing:

Last Sunday the bay was shared between the very entertaining Thunder Cats operating from Coppet
Beach and ourselves more sedately from the harbour. The sun was shining and the wind was almost
blowing, and race officers David and Pete deemed it was enough together with the breeze from the
Thunder Cats and set a course round Monkstone, a temporary mark and back to harbour. Eight boats
made a start in the first race which continued sedately in calm and hot conditions resulting in a good
win for Keith in his Streaker, followed in 2nd place by Paul and Julia Griffiths in their newly acquired
National 12 – which they have clearly got the immediate hang of ! Their attire well suited the day and
would have graced the best at Henley on Thames !! Third place was taken by James and Morgan in the
RS200.
Ben Roberts (Topper) pipped James (GP14) by just 6 seconds after handicap. If Mick had remembered
to cross the start line for the second race, the result might have been different but the conditions were
such to lull the attention to merge with the summery haze !
The second race followed the same course with slightly less wind but was still looking to be touch and
go at the finish with James and Morgan 1st, Paul and Julia 2nd, Keith 3rd. Ben extended his lead over
James to nearly 3 minutes this time and Harry Hinksman managed to squeeze the RS Vision round
despite the very light airs. Mick opted out of this one in favour of joining everyone else in the traffic
jams on the way to Cardiff. (We all have our different priorities !!)
An enjoyable relaxing sail leaving the adrenalin pumping to the speed boats on the other side of the
bay. Thanks to the safety cover provided by Tom, Terry, Tina and Anita.

Next Racing:

The two races this coming Sunday will start at 6pm.

Sail Training:

After delays to sort out admin aspects, Malcolm is hoping to start training sessions this week to provide
five sessions with a view to bringing on our own sailors as instructors. Please contact Malcolm on 01994
448383.

Saundersfoot Harbour Festival:
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As previously indicated, we hope to support the Harbour Festival with involvement in the raft racing on
Sunday 6th July. Graham now has the barrels (did he drink them dry!) and we need to get teams
organized. There is much enthusiasm from other groups so the honour of the Sailing Club is at stake !
Please contact Mick on 01834 811993 or via Iightwoods@outlook.com. Andrew is working on the
provision of some real ale to lubricate the proceedings over the Festival.

Laser Sailors Opportunity:

Two days of top quality racing for Laser sailors in Standard, Radial and 4.7 rigs at Cardiff Yacht Club is
on offer over the weekend of the 12th and 13th July. All age groups welcome – including Topper sailors
contemplating transitioning into a Laser.
For more information, please contact organiser Mark Searle on m.searle999@googlemail.com

Youth RIB Championship:

The Honda RYA Youth RIB Championship is being held again this summer. This is a national competition
which sees 8-16 year olds demonstrate their skills with the goal of winning a Highfield 460 RIB or a
Honwave T40 inflatable for their club. Competing in two classes (8-12 years, 13-16 years) the
Championship is open to any RYA affiliated club, organisation or training centre, taking the form of a
time trial around a set of marks. Clubs hold their own local heats, with winners going forward to one of
fourteen Regional Finals, ours being at Pembrokeshire Adventure Centre on Saturday 23rd August.
Winners of the Regional Finals then go on to battle it out for the National title at the PSP Southampton
Boat Show on Sunday 14th September.

The stress of the Race Officers Job in Club Racing.
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Skippers Mate

SSC WEEKLY NEWS 20th JUNE 2014

Varied Activities:

There was no club racing last Sunday as it was Tenby SC’s Regatta weekend and indeed some of our
members sailed across for the racing on Saturday and the Round Caldey event on the Sunday.
In addition there was the gig racing in Saundersfoot on Sunday with an impressive 24 gigs rowing five
races in the morning and another two in the afternoon. Again some of our members were taking part in
this racing. Both the weather and the spectacle brought out the crowds, resulting in a really successful
days entertainment. Club members were also out supporting the RNLI collections.
Other members were reported to be preparing their cruisers for the season or out on voyages including
a trip to Barafundle and a new addition to our cruiser fleet was being collected and will soon grace the
harbour for the first time.
In the clubhouse the residual Doom Bar from Coppet Week was being drunk up to ensure it was not
wasted and a (fully sober) committee meeting was held to progress the necessary business of the Club.

Next Racing:

The next two mid season races will start at 2pm this coming Sunday and it is hoped to hold a training
session for sailors on Tuesday 24th at 4pm. Contact Mick for confirmation on 01834 811993 or via
Iightwoods@outlook.com.

Other Nautical Variations:

Whilst all these water activities were being undertaken in our end of the bay, another more unusual
nautical race was underway on the Taf at Laugharne. Named “Human Pooh Sticks” (after Christopher
Robin’s game of racing floating sticks under a bridge) this variant involves any inflatable device being
ridden on the incoming tide up the river by anyone mad enough to indulge. No kicking or auxiliary
powering is allowed and “winning” is a rather fudged concept as the main objective seems to be hilarity
and pure enjoyment !

A Variety of Inflatables assembling for Human Pooh Sticks !

Nautical Nip:

Whilst on the theme of variety this week, readers might like to attempt to identify how many different
classes of dinghy are featured in the picture from Coppet Week. No prizes as the answer itself may be
debatable but free application forms will be sent to all entrants !
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A Plethora of Classes competing in Coppet Week.

Skippers Mate

SSC WEEKLY NEWS 13th JUNE 2014

Sunday Racing:

Mick Lightwood reports:
Weather and sailing can go together extremely well on occasions and last Sunday’s races tried very hard
to live up to the conditions of warm weather, sunshine and a good force 3 to 4 wind. Unfortunately the
wind decided to play tricks on the fleet and moved around, testing the skill of any sailor who decided to
hike out to keep the boat upright and then whisk away that support and in they went.
The first race was set by our guest OOD Peter Bower who is currently nursing an injured arm. He
stepped in to allow another boat and crew out onto the water. That crew being Paul and Julia Griffiths
who must have decided that as this was a new series they would try the old Le Mans start from the
beach. So from a leisurely cup of tea in the garden it was out into the surf and off - unfortunately about
5 minutes after the race had started! The sailing secretary also must have decided to go onto the beach
for tea, because as the start gun went off he was half way round to Coppet beach!
Eight sailors ventured out into the bay and almost immediately two decided to retire, whilst the rest
went off towards Amroth at a great speed being chased by our beach starters. There were a few
capsizes around the course but eventually David Plester (Solo) managed to roll over the line 4 seconds
in front of his rival Keith Jones in the Streaker.
Best finish must go to Paul and Julia (RS002)who's legs must have been running so fast that they over
took them in their bid to catch up and crossed the line with the top of the mast going over first followed
by an upside down boat.
The second race followed the same course with our new members Peter and Sarah Anderson in the
Club’s Wayfarer going extremely well and showing how these boats should be sailed, even getting the
spinnaker up at one point and finishing a creditable 5th in both races. The race was eventually won by
David Plester with Paul and Julia in 2nd place.
Thanks to Peter as OOD with his many assistants, Wendy, Katie, Clare and Harry. Our resident rescue
crews again performed well in some testing conditions so thanks to Pete, Tom, Terry and Ben.

Next Racing:

No racing this coming weekend as it is Tenby SC’s regatta on Saturday with the round Caldey race on
Sunday. We are also supporting Wisemans Bridge Rowing Club with their Regatta on Sunday which is
well worth taking time to come down and have a look at as there will be over 30 Celtic rowing boats
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racing around the bay from 11.30.

Saundersfoot Harbour Festival:

The harbour is organising a Wacky Raft Race on Sunday 6th July which is open to all and SSC is hoping
to play our part. Graham has eight large barrels and a load of rope and is open to suggestions as to
what to do with them! All we need now are willing, wacky volunteers. Juniors, ladies, and old salts are
all welcome. Both the construction and the participation aspects of this event provide great opportunity
for enjoyment. Please contact Mick on 01834 811993 or via Iightwoods@outlook.com

Reflections from Coppet Week:

After the stimulation and excitement of Coppet Week we return to more mundane activities but with
many great memories. Thanks have already been given to the many members whose hard work
provided the success of the event. Two pictures this week remind us of two areas of vital support. Tom
“Beachlandoberfuhrer” ensured the discipline and safety of competitors from his role as beachmaster -
without question at all times !! Whilst out on the water, Sherpa Mor hosted the race management team
with gracious hospitality and comfort. John Griffiths is waving the X flag being the individual recall
instruction for any sailor who was “over the line” at the start. Ignore this flag at your peril !

Beachmaster & Tally Board. (Photo courtesy of Tony Charles)
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Committee Boat. (Photo courtesy of Tony Charles)

Skippers Mate

SSC WEEKLY NEWS 6th JUNE 2014

St Brides Spa Hotel – Coppet Week 2014:

I suppose that after running this event for so many years one might expect it all to go really smoothly,
but there are so many aspects to manage, as well as variables beyond one’s control – such as the
weather - that it is always very pleasing when everything runs like clockwork and all the plans work out.
Such was the case for this year’s Coppet Week with only a minor glitch here and there, such as the
delay to the Committee boat setting out from the harbour on the first morning. “Happy Hooker” was
fulfilling her name by securing her line around the Committee boat’s rudder skeg, but thanks to a bit of
underwater work by merman Tom Eyre this was soon freed and Sherpa Mor was out on duty.

A Bayful of Boats.
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A Full Week’s Programme and More !

Whilst a few wanted more wind or a different sort of wind, the weather was pretty kind to us this year,
with very reasonable racing all six days of the event. Calmer weather can favour the slower classes and
although the top sailors are always at the head of the results through their skills, it is good to see junior
dinghies such as the Topper getting results well up the batting order. A notable feature of the races this
year was the impish wind shift just before the start of virtually every race requiring the course to be
tweaked to ensure the best sailing geometry ! The ultimate in freak wind was for the last race where it
swung from east to south to east and back, and the resulting leg providing a beat had a 90 degree turn
round the committee boat in it ! This race was restricted to just one lap as the wind was started to fall
away. Having finished the last boat round, a good breeze re-appeared and in beautiful sunny conditions
a 60 minute Pursuit Race was added which was almost the highlight of the week ! This was as thrilling
and enthralling as we had hoped. The staggered start with boats departing slowest first, gave the
Toppers the lead and it took some 40 minutes for the pursuing faster classes to get to the front ! It was
neck and neck to the finish at the 60 minute point when Richard Dee & Chris Gould (Merlin Rocket) just
pipped Ben Pickering (Blaze). Feedback suggests that this addition to the week was very popular and
will be included again if conditions permit.

RNLI:

The Sunday Race raised £355 for the RNLI from entry fees and Alisdair James accepted the Penant on
behalf of the winner and thanked the RNLI for their ever present vigilance and support for sailors
everywhere.

Results:

The unique number of different classes of dinghies competing in this event has already been highlighted
and this of course adds to the complexity of prize awards. The overall championship is divided into 2
fleets (above and below 1050 handicap)
Slow fleet results were dominated by family partnerships: 6th Mike & Marty Whittaker (GP14), 5th Steve
& Jasmine Stubbs from Tenby SC (RS200), 4th Guy & Charles Humphreys (RS200), 3rd Ian & Ben
Fryett (National12), 2nd Chris Winters & Megan Ward (GP14), 1st David & Sophie Edwards (National12)
which also gained Sophie the Under 18 crew award.
Fast fleet results: 6th Chris Gould & Ian Smith (Fireball), 5th S Hunt & R Critchelly (Merlin Rocket), 4th
Ben Pickering (Blaze) who also gained the Under 18 helm award, 3rd Richard Dee & Matt Smith (Merlin
Rocket), 2nd Rob Kennaugh & Abi Spurr with Robin Wood (International Canoe) taking the St Brides Spa
Hotel – Coppet Week 2014 Championship.

Strong Competition Rounding a mark.

The character of Coppet Week is reflected in the other special prizes awarded beyond the championship
which embrace the variety of the event:-
Mike Whittaker gained the over 70’s helm still sailing a GP14 at a mature age!
Richard Dee took the over 60’s helm and Janet O’Connor the over 60’s crew both in Merlin Rockets –
energetic stuff for would be pensioners !
Steve Clark (International Canoe) secured the Over 50’s helm and Ian Smith (Fireball) the Over 50’s
crew.
Cathy Goodwin (Miracle) received the Lady Helm award.
Andy Way gained the stamina award for sailing in the most races but with the most points.
Daniel & Ruby Jackson (RS200) lead the SSC entries in 25th place overall with James Richards (Topper)
being our leading Junior.
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Cerys Goodwin took the Topper class prize, Ian Leiper the Solo class, Niall Campbell & Jane Smee the
Enterprise class and Rob Whitehouse the Laser class prizes.
David Edwards (slow fleet winner) kindly gave a vote of thanks to the Club and expressed the views of
all competitors that it had been a really good week yet again and that they all looked forward to coming
back for more next year.
Commodore Martin Andrews concluded proceedings by thanking all the visitors for participating and
extending a very sincere thanks to all club members and supporters who helped run the event both on
and off the water reminding us all that these things only go so smoothly with the help of all the people
working hard to make it so.

Raffle:

There was huge delight that the star raffle prize of the luxury weekend presented by St Brides Spa Hotel
was won by Cathy Goodwin (another Miracle for her family !!). Club members Rob & Liz Talboys and
long standing Coppet competitors Gordon and Ruth Evans can both also look forward to their prize
meals as other winners of the raffle.

Cathy Goodwin & crew receiving the top raffle prize from Andrew Evans St Brides Spa Hotel.

Picture Gallery:

No doubt a great many amazing shots were taken during the week, but many thanks to our official
photographer Tony Charles who has kindly provided a great professional photographic record of the
event which can be found at
http://saundersfoot.weebly.com/coppet-2014.html

Skippers Mate

SSC WEEKLY NEWS 30th MAY 2014

Mass Influx to Saundersfoot:
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Few can be unaware of the considerable debate over immigration currently in the media especially after
last Thursday’s election events ! There is now a local dimension to this issue with over 200 visitors
descending upon Saundersfoot village last Saturday. No, this is not a political piece - it is by way of a
warm welcome to our sailing visitors arriving to compete in St Brides Spa Hotel – Coppet Week 2014 !!
This unique event in the sailing calendar provides the combination of a top level racing competition with
National and International Champions taking part together with ordinary Club sailors, with a great
family holiday week in our relaxing and beautiful local community.
Again this year we have some 70 dinghies taking part with single and double handed boats crewed by
all ages and experience. At the lower end we are delighted that 10 year old Aled Llewellyn Jones from
our own club is competing against the “big boys”, whilst with many more years of experience we have
those in their 70’s for whom there is even a special Over 70 Crew Award this year !
What a sport to embrace such variety ! And it does not end there. We are hosting some 30 different
classes of dinghy which again is a unique spread of craft for a Regatta of this size. Each class has an
official handicap which is used to adjust actual sailing time for each race to equate the range of different
design performances and this year we have a range of handicaps from 850 (ultra fast) to 1658 (slower
junior boats).
Some classes have histories going back 50 years whereas other are very much ultra new design and
construction. Sadly we are missing one class as our one keelboat entry remains on shore this year as
SSC member Peter Bower has seriously damaged the muscles in his arm and we shall miss seeing the
inspiring Tempest and crew towering over the fleet.
Whilst this is a long standing local event, there have already been over 1500 hits on Facebook and the
assembly of sailors from 25 separate clubs across the UK makes it almost National !

Registration and Reunions:

Crews assembled in the club on Saturday evening for registration with many old friends who have been
coming for literally scores of years, meeting up with the usual friendly banter. There are also many new
entrants this year which is very much welcomed to keep things fresh and get to know even more
sailors. The bar was heaving all evening and the local real ale Seren was well named as it certainly
proved a star performer. Andrew & Bodil Humphries were active fine tuning the pumps whilst outside
Graham Wellman provided his usual unrivalled Bosun’s first aid to overcome equipment problems for
boats and trolleys.

First Racing:

After all the huge amount of work in planning and preparing all seemed to be well set for the first race
on Sunday. It was a great relief that the forecast proved accurate and whilst grey at first there was a
decent breeze for the first two days with Monday also being really sunny and very pleasant indeed.
Being from the south east, there was wind right into the bay allowing the course to come quite close to
shore providing the amazing sight of many varied shapes, sizes, colours, speeds and designs to be
clearly observed from the village. Organisers and competitors alike relished the excellent conditions and
smiles were evident on faces throughout the fleet.
The front end of the fleet in these first races included a number of well known faces on the National,
European and World circuits and with the large number of ordinary club sailors and juniors out on the
water it is very useful and instructive observing this expertise. Whilst it is highly competitive out there,
there is often a word of advice or help available to those in need.
Top SSC members in the first race were Mark & Debbie Tissiman (Fireball) in 17th place, with rivals from
TSC - Ted Lewis & Matt Goldwaite (Osprey) securing 12th on the Monday. Young Aled Llewellyn Jones
gained a very creditable 49th place in his Optimist – watch this space and well done Aled !
With another 4 races to go, there is much to sail for and full details will be reported next week. A big
thank you in the meantime to all those dedicated members and helpers for making sure the event
actually happens and runs smoothly in a safe way for us all to enjoy

Brain Work:

It was not all wet brawn and muscle however, as on the Monday night brains were brought to bear in a
lively quiz orchestrated by Keith Jones. Liquid was still much in evidence (and still helping buoyancy),
but contained in glasses rather than in ambient surroundings. Three teams gained Mensa status
together with bottles of wine and all seemed to enjoy the night.

Raffle:

Thanks again to St Brides Spa Hotel for sponsoring this year’s Coppet Week event and providing very
attractive prizes of a luxury weekend for two in the Spa Hotel also meals for 4 in the Mermaid and
Marina Restaurant all of which can be won in the raffle which is open to all. Members of the public can
obtain tickets from the clubhouse where they will be most welcome.
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Coppet Week Action.

Skippers Mate

SSC WEEKLY NEWS 23rd MAY 2014

Return to the Living !

After relaxing under the hot sun in the beautiful surroundings of Sicily in May and lubricated with
Prosecco for two weeks, Skippers Mate is finding it difficult to reactivate to the busy round of activities
back home and especially to motivate the pen to scribe SSC News !! Thanks to The Hobbler for holding
the fort and to Sailing Secretary Mick Lightwood for providing ready made write-ups of the dinghy
sailing.

Race Officers and Coppet Briefing:

The thrills and subterfuges of the duties of a race officer were outlined to a rather meagre audience last
Friday night when the lure of a fantastic day perhaps diverted those who know they should have been
there!! John Griffiths entertained and informed as efficiently as ever, followed by Keith Jones who gave
an update on Coppet Week duties including safety arrangements.
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A receptive audience to Race Officer Training from John Griffiths

Sunday Racing:

Well here we go again, where else can you go to beat what we have here in Saundersfoot and especially
at SSC. The sun always shines, the wind last Sunday was perfect and a turn out of 13 boats which
included juniors, ladies, visitors and the regular old salts all made for a fantastic days sailing. Only
downside was the tide time which stopped us having 2 races but the one we did manage will take some
beating. The course was a Monkstone / Amroth / Harbour mainly due to our missing Pendine mark but it
suited today. At the start there was a bit of manoeuvring of the start pins to keep us out of the way of
the harbour entrance and then they were off.
There was some discussion about a few being over the start line before the flag but the OOD did not see
anything and the lovely Welsh Cakes supplied to the hut by Claire may have distracted him at the wrong
time but there were no complaints it was too nice a day to worry. There was the added incentive of a
Trophy to win for this race resulting in some close competitive manoeuvring at the start - but of course
no un-gentlemanly bumping or barging at all to gain an advantage!! Whether size mattered or not,
Peter Bower and his very capable crew Harriet in the Osprey secured the lead followed by the Solos and
Streaker of David, Steve and Keith with the pair of RS200’s of Paul & Julia and James & Morgan nipping
at their heels. This bunch eventually split up and went their own tactical ways. Meanwhile Harry and
Steve in the Vision kept their cool along with Hywel watching closely from the rear of the pack.
Everyone seemed to have there own ideas of best tactics to get to the first gybe mark before the pack
descended and the possible chaos that could ensue.
Three laps were completed with a few taking the shortened course route but eventually James Hayden
(on the buoyancy of his new Dad status)and his “now becoming very capable” crew of Morgan Lewis
took the honours of the Trophy win to add to his new Dad status !! Dave Plester (Solo) was 2nd with
only a whisker between him and 3rd place Keith Jones (Streaker) and 4th place Paul and Julia Griffiths
(RS200). Hywel Jackson (Topper) gained the Junior Trophy for the race.
We must not forget some very close contenders of Jo Musson (Laser) who came flying over the line at
the end, with Harry and Steve Hinksman (RS Vision), Mark and Trish in the beast (Tazar) along with
Steve Cavel (Solo).
Thanks to James, Terry, Ben and Martin for a great job in the rescue ribs and Race Officers Phil Barlow,
Claire assisted by Mick Lightwood.
This being the last in the Warm Up Series we look forward with relish to the overall series results which
will be published later.

Coppet Week Programme:

Like so many great events which seem distant for some time and then are suddenly upon us, the St
Brides Spa Hotel - Coppet Week 2014 commences this Saturday with the many local and visiting boats
and crews registering from 9pm.
The week’s programme is as follows:

Sunday Race 1 RNLI 1530 start
Monday Race 2 1600 start
Tuesday Race 3 1630 start
Wednesday Race 4 1030 start
Thursday Race 5 1030 start
Friday Race 6 1030 start
Friday Prize giving 2100

In addition, weather permitting there may be a Pursuit Race – suitably awarded, but not counting
towards the Week’s Championship. Pursuit Races are always a fantastic spectacle and nail biting events
to see if the faster boats can catch the slower ones. Never seen one ? Just keep watching the racing in
the Bay! At the time of writing the forecast for the first race on the Sunday is for a good force 3 maybe
4 with skies clearing after earlier drizzle – so a great prospect to start a fantastic week.
The racing on the water is fully support throughout the week with events in the clubhouse.
Members please note we still have need of some help on the bar during the 9-11pm slots.

Coppet Week Briefing:

A final briefing will be held at 1pm on Sunday (before the first race) for ALL who are helping with the
water activities. Please attend as we need to ensure everyone knows what they are doing and that all
jobs are covered. If people can arrive by 12.30 to help Graham prepare the rescue boats, it would also
be appreciated.
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Saundersfoot Waterfront just before St Brides Spa Hotel – Coppet Week 2014

Skippers Mate

SSC WEEKLY NEWS 13th MAY 2014

Buoyed Up:

And so the mystery unfolds of the missing Pendine Mark unfolds, how did it go adrift, when did it
happen, was it stolen or possibly snatched by aliens?? The Bosun and other would be pleased to know
how it disappeared, even if we are unable to retrieve it! You’ve heard of Mary Celeste, this could be
Dave Celeste. Read more in Sunday Sailing….

COPPET WEEK 2014 GRAND DRAW

Our main sponsors again this year are St Bride’s Spa Hotel, Saundersfoot…. thank you to them for their
continued and generous support. The club are running a raffle this year with the draw to be held at Prize
Giving at the end of Coppet week. The first prize is 2 luxurious nights at St Bride’s Spa Hotel and there
are other prizes to be won too.

Tickets are £1 each and in books of 5.
Please confirm by email (to msaandrews@hotmail.com ) that you are willing to take 2 books (or up to 5
if you can realistically sell them). Please provide him with a postal address or confirmation that you can
collect them from the club either this Friday evening (during John Griffith’s talk at the club house), or on
Friday or Saturday next week. They will of course be available to buy during Coppet Week too. If you
can pick them up in person, or get someone to do it for you that would be great.

Ticket stubs and money should be returned to the club house any evening prior to Prize Giving to
ensure entry into the draw. The money raised will help support the club to maintain the club house, the
safety boats, and our services to members.

The only way of standing a chance of winning is to buy a ticket!

Your Club needs you! – Coppet Week is A coming:

It’s almost that time again. Last year’s event was a triumph and this year’s promises to be equally as
enjoyable. This event wouldn’t be the success it always is without the help of willing members and
friends and we’re really grateful to everyone who gives their time and energy to support us.
So......please can you help again this year?
We’re looking for volunteers and experienced hands to man the bar pumps at lunchtimes and in the
evenings and a small galley team for a couple of evenings. If you can help, whether it’s for an hour or
more, we’d be delighted. The bigger the ‘gang’ the less each person has to do. We already have some
offers of help and a big thank you to those people, but there is always room for more so don’t be shy in
coming forward!
Rotas are being drawn up now so please speak to Mick (sailing secretary) or email him via the website
at http://www.saundersfootsailingclub.org.uk/contact.htm as soon as possible with the days/times
you’re available so the rotas can be sorted in plenty of time. The draft rota should be on the website for
you to look at.

There will be real ale aplenty in the bar over Coppet Week, with local and national brews too, so come
along and support the club. Where better to enjoy a well-earned pint after sailing?

SUNDAY SAILING

All week, the forecast for Sunday was a Westerly F5 gusting 6-7 but possibly easing a little by our start
time of 3.30 pm.

Well, the forecast was correct except the ‘easing off’ was likely to be later in the day!
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After numerous phone calls from the crews on duty that morning, ”Is it on or off”?, we agreed we would
make a decision at 2.00 pm at the club.

About a dozen hardy (foolhardy) members turned up with all eyes looking out to sea. On the beach,
with an offshore wind, it was Mediterranean weather.

Out to sea it looked like perfect sailing weather, except the white horses were flicking their manes, as if
to entice us out for an exciting afternoon sail. Or was it the siren calls of the sea maidens?

But the look on the majority of faces (apart from Mr Tissiman) was interpreted as ‘I think we’ll give it a
miss this week’ and Peter Bower, as Race Officer for the day agreed we should play it safe and ‘pull the
plug’ on sailing for this week.

But then the relieved looks on the faces of the sailors and safety crews, as they continued to gaze out to
sea, changed to a more puzzled expression.

‘Where had the PM gone? (And they weren’t referring to David Cameron) !

We could make out Monkstone and the bright orange glow of the newly painted Amroth mark was
clearly glistening in the bright May sunlight.

But the Pendine Mark was nowhere to be seen!

“I came through Wiseman’s Bridge an hour ago and it was definitely there then”, said Mark and “ I could
see it from my

terrace this morning”, said James.

“I think I saw it from my garden”, said Peter Bower, “ well it’s not there now”, said Pete Ordway.

Binoculars out, much squinting from the harbour wall and numerous other vantage points, some
thought they could see it bobbing amongst the waves. (Were those white horses having a game of
footie with our mark?).

But it was eventually agreed, PM had broken free of it’s shackles and was free to roam the high sea.

So if anyone comes across a bright orange buoy, with a single yellow stripe and a layer of white snow at
the top (seagull deposits), answering to the name of ‘Dave’, please let us know.

There’s a large egg left over from Easter for anyone who can negotiate its safe return.

We are just glad that racing was cancelled because if Peter had set an M P H course, then we could still
be out there now attempting to gybe around the Pendine mark!

I’m sure Graham will find something to replace ‘Dave’ with in time for next week’s race, which is a
10.30 am start and will be a ‘Trophy Race’.

The forecast is for sunshine and light winds, so let’s hope for a bumper turn out.

Dinghy Captain’s drivel this week as Mick is away on hols!

So ... running repairs, as usual being carried out at the Club on Tuesday mornings, all are welcome to
come and give us a hand…Promise no drain clearing as we have experts for that.
Boats are now on the move again around the harbour, the last few to go down into the water, several
boats are now in new hands and some members with pockets with bulging pocket scouring the marinas,
harbours and creeks for that perfect boat… Does one ever exist??

VERY LAST CALL – MEMBERSHIP

If for any special reason you have not paid your subscriptions they are very much overdue and any
dinghies, tenders or kayaks that are in the dinghy park, with unpaid fees, will be impounded… VERY
LAST WARNING!!! Make sure the Membership Secretary has your home address and not a holiday one…

Welcome home to the Skippers Mate, I hope, from sunnier southern climes, who should be taking over
next week…

The Hobbler.

SSC WEEKLY NEWS 25th APRIL 2014

Sunday Racing:

Mick Lightwood, our indubitable Sailing Secretary, reports on last Sunday’s racing:-
Well, what a contrast to last week. We did actually have a plan that the sun was going to shine again
and the wind was meant to behave itself, but unfortunately someone up there was not listening! There
were 9 boats out on the water to start the first race and a Monkstone - Amroth - Harbour course was
set by our very own professional Race Officers Paul and Julia Griffiths (depends if you ask Keith though)!
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All looked well when along came possibly the worst wind you could ever wish to sail in. The fleet took off
at what was recorded on the rescue rib – (Sealegs, the boat with wheels) - as 6.5 knots which I must
admit seemed about right. Peter Bower took off out of the starting blocks trying desperately to tie his
future son in law into the boat so he was available for the wedding later in the year. The rest of the fleet
tried to hang on in his wake and started tacking and altering course to get some clean wind which split
the boats up. The usual suspects - David and Keith - were battling it out for supremacy but there is a
new crew on the block now by the name of Morgan Lewis who for some reason accepted the challenge
to sail again with James Hayden in his RS200, which today took some nerves of steel and obviously a lot
of sticky tape to actually stay in the boat and get round without a capsize. Well done Morgan - hang in
there as they say. Nick and Paula made valiant attempts but had to retire with the resolve that the hole
in the club Laser 2000 they were sailing really must be fixed as they were getting too wet for comfort.
After two stimulating laps the race was eventually won by Dave Plester (Solo) with Keith Jones
(Streaker) 2nd and Mick Lightwood (Laser) 3rd.

In the second race the route round was repeated but we just decided to take the gusty, lumpy
conditions and then double it. An eventful race could be a good description and the rescue boats were
put through their paces again, but the eventual winner was Dave Plester, with Peter Bower and Rob
(Osprey) in 2nd with James and Morgan in 3rd. Keith may debate the shortened course decisions later
in the year at the prize giving but it looked good to me, but I had retired by then!!

After some very testing conditions the feeling was that all had a great sail and thanks to the rib crews of
Tom and Ben, Huw and Terry and of course the professional OOD's Paul and Julia.

Safety Boat Training:

Malcolm Williams, Huw Stiley, Mick Lightwood and three others started the safety boat familiarization
training this week to test the water (perhaps especially aptly after the Sunday racing!). This is
particularly relevant now that we need to improve on our risk analysis working alongside the harbour
staff.

Double Handed Boat Experience:

Pembrokeshire Yacht Club are kindly putting together another opportunity to try double handed sailing
this coming weekend the 26th and 27th April. It will cost only £30 for the weekend. Places at present
are limited to 6 ! This opportunity is open to all under 19’s with stage 2 ability and above. You don’t
have to come as a readymade team as the organisers will pair you off. James is already keen so will
others please contact Mick Lightwood asap. Tel 01834 811993 or email lightwoods@outlook.com

They’re Off - in Grey Blustery Conditions Last Sunday !

Skippers Mate

SSC WEEKLY NEWS 18th APRIL 2014
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Second Time Lucky !

After the “blow-out” last week, 15 crews in 10 different classes of dinghies turned up for races 3 & 4 of
the early season series last Sunday. Mick Lightwood reports.

Sunday Racing:

Well it seemed like Christmas came a bit early last Sunday - the sun was out and the wind was behaving
itself for our second week of the racing calendar. It was indeed a really great sight to see so many boats
out on the water and all ready to try out our new shorter course.

The first race was a Monkstone - Amroth - Pendine - Harbour course with a 2 to 3 blowing steady NW
ish. The fleet took off towards Monkstone Point mark as if they had never been away for the winter. The
new closer marks seemed to prove popular and kept the fleet closer together as we had hoped it would.
The figure of 8 course meant there were many chances to see the leading boats even if they were on a
different leg. The race was eventually won by David Plester ( Solo ) with Keith Jones ( Streaker) 2nd
and Paul and Julia Griffiths ( RS 200) in 3rd and Peter Bower testing a new crew - 'Pie' Romer from
Ranleigh SC in Putney (a friend of the Hayden family) - (Osprey) in 4th. (Good to see there is life in the
old legs still after another winter !!) The course did not really suit the spinnaker boats but it was all a
close result.

In the second race the course was changed to a clockwise triangle rounding the Amroth - Monkstone –
Harbour marks to starboard. There were a few casualties with rigging and fitness from the first race, but
it again proved to be a very close call between the fleet. Ten boats started and nine finished, the
eventual winner was David again, with Peter & Pie 2nd, Keith 3rd and Paul & Julia 4th.

Well done to the juniors who took part, Aled in the Optimist, Hywell, Owen and James in the toppers
and great to see Harry Hinksman getting stuck in helming his dad Steve round a very testing course in
their RS vision. James Hayden had his new crew going through the rough apprenticeship of having to
hike out to keep the boat upright or get wet and it was good to see Nick Berridge back mixing it with
the fleet.

Thanks to Pete, Tom, Rhys, Huw for an excellent and professional performance in the rescue boats and
of course Graham for making sure they are always ready. Mick and Terry were frantically writing down
times and results as OOD this week and trying to keep up with flags and hooters at the same time and
only once missing a pair of hands but it did get spotted.

A great days sailing was had by all and topped off by Wendy Bowers contribution of a fabulous cake with
a warming cup of tea afterwards. Full results and everyone’s placings together with photos and videos
can be found on the new dinghy group facebook page.

Peter Bower with new crew Pie Romer on trial in the Osprey !!

Skippers Mate
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SSC WEEKLY NEWS 11th APRIL 2014

Social Start of Season:

There was a good turnout of over 30 sailors in the club for a start of season sailing review last Friday.
Dinghy Captain Keith Jones presented the aims and plans for the season covering training, safety, etc.
Specific events of Coppet Week and Bart’s Bash were then discussed and met with approval. Keith had
kindly provided nibbles for everyone and free drinks for the junior members. Thanks also to Wendy and
Paddy who ran the bar.
Whilst this was a departure from the traditional Fitting Out Supper the evening proved successful and
popular.

Club Swimming:

Well - the first race of the year arrived and we could not have had any more testing conditions than we
were confronted with on arrival last Sunday. The forecast was force 5, gusting 6 to 7 and heavy rain. All
present can confirm that this was correct except they missed off the mist and fog bit!!

Keith Jones had nobly assumed the role of Race Officer Captain Oates and went out onto the course at
9am and decided it was OK to start. The fleet set up all their highly tuned machines comprising Mark
Tissiman with new member Jo Musson in the Fireball (yes he went over), Hywel in his Topper (yes he
went over), Mick in his Laser (he did everything except go over) and Peter Bower and James Hayden in
the Osprey (yes they were working on a new submarine tactic too!). All got to the line and it was then
decided the big gusts coming in were just too strong and the race was abandoned.

However there was a very good social post mortem dry-out session afterwards in the club with some
welcome hot tea when the enthusiasts talked over the good and the bad and it was great to see people
using the club as it should be after a race (even though there hadn’t been an actual race)!
Many thanks to Graham for making sure the rescue boats were ready along with all the other stuff he
does that we don't know about, also to Pete Ordway, Tom Eyre and Rhys who were all getting stuck into
the job of rescue.

Next Sunday will hopefully provide better conditions with two races starting at 4.30pm.

Coppet Week:

Dinghy sailors are reminded that the lower rate for Coppet Week entry closes on 30th April, so get your
applications in soon.

Lady Member Facilities:

Lady members will be delighted at the improvements in the changing room with new vanity units and
plumbing. A big thank you to Andrew Humphries for all his skill and hard work, which is continuing with
attention to the front doors and other jobs around the clubhouse.

Working party:

Volunteers are requested for help with decorating the gents changing rooms, painting the external doors
and oiling the hardwood decking and handrails.

Child Protection:

Alison Roberts has kindly agreed in principal to take on the position of Child Protection Officer to cover
the Club’s responsibilities for training. Thank you Alison.

Harbour Matters:

A Hydrology student is currently examining and advising SHC on sluicing in the harbour with the hope of
improving further on the reduced sand build up following earlier work. Mooring chains have also been
inspected and maintained and security barriers employed to prevent unauthorised usage of the slipway.
A new gate has been installed on the steps below the Race Officers box on the end of the far wall to
discourage people from jumping off the harbour wall.
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Hywel setting off cheerfully in wind, rain and mist for last Sunday’s Races

Skippers Mate

SSC WEEKLY NEWS 4th APRIL 2014

Tenby Observer:

Apologies for those who look for the SSC report in the Tenby Observer as there will be no feature in the
paper this week as Skippers Mate has been away and off limits for email. (Not a bad experience in this
ultra intruding communication age !!)

Sailing Titillation:

All members are welcome this Friday for a pre-season club racing review at 7.00pm. All dinghy sailors
and others involved with the racing are urged to attend this session.
There will be free nibbles for all and soft drinks for the younger members.

Sailing Ahoy:

The first racing of the new season is this Sunday. There will be two races back to back starting at 10am.
The forecast suggests that absence of wind will not be a problem and south westerly gusts may test the
spring maintenance of equipment but a good first outing is hoped for. Do come back to the club
afterwards for a natter and a jar.

Social Programme:

The Club remains in great need of extra help on the social and clubhouse side of its operation.
Volunteers are again invited to help on this front. Our most important fund raising activity - Coppet
Week - is only a few weeks away with the water side well planned and prepared but the clubhouse side
still requiring hands on help.
Please contact Ivan on 01834 812249.

Lost Property:

An item of value was found in the club after the recent coastguard evening talk. Will anyone who
believes they may have lost something that evening please contact Ivan on 01834 812249.
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Boat Park:

Craft belonging to non members of the club are being removed from the boat park and under RYA
procedures will ultimately be disposed off. Anyone who has overlooked renewal and has a boat of any
sort in the park needs to act now.

SSC News:

Non members are obviously not entitled to the benefits of Club membership and this includes the
regular weekly update of SSC News via email. This will be discontinued shortly to those who do not hold
membership.

Skippers Mate

SSC WEEKLY NEWS 28th MARCH 2014

Coastguard Update:

Dave Miller and Mike Day from the Maritime Coastguard Agency brought a wide audience from
Saundersfoot and Tenby up to date with the changes that their organisation is adopting. The size of
their remit was brought into focus when we were told of the 1.25 million square miles of sea and 11,232
miles of coastline under the control of 10 Centres including a new headquarters at Fareham. Some
3,500 coast rescue officers are involved in the UK. A major change to search and rescue will occur by
April 2015 when the Coastguard take over the helicopter service from the MOD with new faster and
better equipped aircraft with local bases at Cardiff and Newquay in Cornwall replacing Chivenor.
Adoption of state of the art technology will allow rescue activities to be managed from any of the
Centres across the UK so that resources can be more effectively utilised across the entire organisation.
Whilst this means that an incident off our Pembrokeshire coast could be managed from any of the other
UK Centres, local knowledge will remain and be deployed “on the ground” – or “on the water” as it were
- to ensure efficient operation. Coastguards continue to welcome the routine of sailors advising them of
intended voyages or racing activities with the important proviso of ensuring that the completion of the
activity is also reported. Adoption of DSC radios to replace old technology together with the use of the
CG66 scheme to register details of cruisers was also encouraged.

Social Programme:

The Club is open and all members and guests are welcome every Friday evening for a pleasant chat and
drinks in friendly company.
Volunteers to help with the social side of the Club would be warmly welcomed. Any ideas for a Fitting
Out Supper replacement or any other activities that members would enjoy are invited. Please contact
Martin on 01834 812985 or by email at commodore@saundersfootsailingclub.org.uk.

Pre-season Race Briefing:

Sailors please note there will be a pre-season briefing at the club house at 7.00pm on Friday 4th April
2014 for everyone involved in club dinghy racing this year. All dinghy sailors and volunteers for safety
boat and OOD duty for the 2014 season are urged to attend please.
There will be free nibbles for all and soft drinks for the younger members.

Maintenance:

Only two weeks to go now to the start of the club racing! Have you gone over all your equipment to
prepare it for the new season? Perhaps the review of the cups and awards intended this year, could
include one for the most embarrassing breakage during the first outings of the season - or maybe this
should be a penalty rather than an award !! don’t let it be You !

Membership:

In order to help club finances and because of strong demand on space in the boat park, members will
remember that they voted at the last AGM for renewal payments to be made by March of each year. If
you have inadvertently overlooked your renewal this year please send your application and payment
now, as boat spaces are being reallocated and non members are being asked to remove any craft in the
boat park.
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Have you done your exercises ready for the new season ?

Skippers Mate

SSC WEEKLY NEWS 21st MARCH 2014

Old Brooms Sweep Clean:

One positive benefit from the “wild winter” was that there was less sand and flotsam left in the boat
park for the eager members who turned up with their old brooms and barrows to deal with last
Saturday. So the boat park is now spic and span ready for the start of the sailing season in just a couple
of weeks. Thanks to all who mucked in and especially to Rob who distilled a great home made broth and
ploughmans to reward the workers.

6 Nations Super Saturday:

After the overwhelming of Italy by England, Welsh supporters settled into their seats in the clubhouse to
enjoy the game against Scotland with a gratifying result after 80 minutes.

Social Programme:

We look forward to a fascinating and informative evening this Friday with the talk by MCA. All welcome
with a 7.30pm start.
The Club is open and all members and guests are welcome every Friday evening for a pleasant chat and
drinks in friendly company.

Pre-season Race Briefing:

As a deliberate change from the tradition of a Fitting Out Supper to start the season which has been less
popular over recent years, there will be a pre-season briefing at the club house at 7.00pm on Friday 4th
April 2014 for everyone who will be involved in club dinghy racing this year. All dinghy sailors and
volunteers for safety boat and OOD duty for the 2014 season are urged to attend please.
Keith (Sailing Captain) and Mick (Sailing Secretary), together with the Dinghy Working Group have
collated the information from your questionnaires and agreed a number of proposals to make some
subtle changes to the way the club organizes and runs the club racing.
They have also looked at ways of improving communication with participants, considered safety issues
and the tendency for prizes to go to a disproportionately small number of sailors!
All will be revealed at a briefing at the club and all they ask is for your attendance and to come armed
with plenty of questions!
There will be free nibbles for all and soft drinks for the younger members.
If members would like to resurrect a Fitting Out Supper for sometime later in April please let us know
and we will assess if there is sufficient demand.

Membership:
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In order to help club finances and because of strong demand on space in the boat park, members will
remember that they voted at the last AGM for renewal payments to be made by March of each year. If
you have inadvertently overlooked your renewal this year please send your application and payment
now, as boat spaces are being reallocated and non members are being asked to remove any craft in the
boat park.

Social Services:

We are in urgent need of more help to organize and run the social activities of the club whilst Anne
Marie’s recuperation takes her and Ivan’s attention away from these affairs. The
off-water side of club life is very important and all members benefit and are therefore being asked to
volunteer. Please contact Martin on 01834 812985 or by email at
commodore@saundersfootsailingclub.org.uk.

St Brides Spa Hotel – Coppet Week 2014:

Close collaboration continues for Coppet Week with the two “bosses” meeting up to cement the details.
A great week is in prospect and we are booking the weather !

Proprietor and Commodore in close harmony.

Skippers Mate

SSC WEEKLY NEWS 14th MARCH 2014

6 Nations Rugby:

A good crowd of supporters reclined in the luxury of the sailing club terraces last Sunday for the match
against England. The outcome of England 29: Lee Halfpenny 18 disappointed the many Wales
supporters but pleased the hard core of English! Overall the British view was that it was a fair result on
the balance of play.
All are welcome to the club for the last Welsh game in the competition with kick off at 2.45pm this
Saturday. This gives the opportunity to help with the boat park preparations for the new season
beforehand in the morning so please come down to both activities.

Incentive displaces Press Gang:

For those who make it to help with the boat park preparations this Saturday there will be the added
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inducement of home made soup and ploughman’s at lunch time which will provide an excellent link to
then watch the rugby over a pint in the afternoon. Do please come down and support both activities. We
will not be slyly putting the queen’s shilling in the bottom of the pints to force enlistment so there is
nothing to deter anyone !!

Social Programme:

A week on Friday i.e. 21st March we have Dave Miller and Andrew Hodgson from the MCA at Milford
Haven bringing us up to date on the new structure and operation of the Coastguards at 7.30pm. It is
sure to be an interesting and informative evening so get it in your diaries All welcome.
Fitting Out Supper 7.30pm Friday 4th April.
The Club is open and all members and guests are welcome every Friday evening for a pleasant chat and
drinks in friendly company.

Nautical Nip:

There has been recent debate in the media regarding funding for elite athletes in various fields. It is
acknowledged that central funding is provided to improve the “medal performance”. But surely this
should not be to the exclusion of developing the sport more widely for the masses. Whilst a major
objective of sport is to compete to win this must surely be kept in balance with competing to enjoy and
participating in the right “spirit”. At “sea level” there is clearly a balance to be achieved between
developing the general level of performance and selecting out the best to push them forward to the
highest awards. The helpful support which sailing clubs like ours receives from the sport’s Professional
Body – in our case – the Welsh Yachting Association (WYA), needs to keep this balance in mind so that
club activities are not prejudiced by the removal and elevation of the cream of our sailors. The benefits
from having a broad range of skills is well illustrated in our annual Coppet Week when all club members
have the stimulation and education of sailing and competing against national and international level
sailors.
Our Constitution sets our objectives as encouraging a range of water sports in conjunction with
providing social attractions to members and we hope this attracts those new to boating as well as those
with previous experience.
For more information go to www.saundersfootsailingclub.org.uk

SSC Offers a Range of Sailing to Suit Everyone.

Skippers Mate

SSC WEEKLY NEWS 7th MARCH 2014

6 Nations – The Big One:
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All are welcome to the club this Sunday for the 3pm match against England at Twickenham. All is to play
for and we look forward to a great game, a fair result and a really enjoyable afternoon in convivial
surroundings. See you there!

All Water Going Members:

Do please make a note in your diaries to come and help with the spring clean of the boat park on 15 or
16th March. Attendance on the Saturday will permit members to move up to the rugby at 2.45pm to
watch Wales overcome Scotland (we hope!)

Double Handed Training:

After some unsuccessful attempts to get some Feva training together for young sailors over the winter,
Pembrokeshire Yacht club are kindly putting together an opportunity to try double handed sailing in
Fevas. This opportunity is open to all under 19’s who are of Stage 2 ability and above on 26th and 27th
April. Places limited so if you wish to book, contact smartrimmer@aol.com

Social Programme:

Don’t forget the talk on the Coastguard Service to be held in the club at 7.30pm on Friday 21st March.
All welcome.
Fitting Out Supper 7.30pm Friday 4th April.
The Club is open and all members and guests are welcome every Friday evening for a pleasant chat and
drinks in friendly company.

Feva Class Approaching the Mark

Skippers Mate

SSC WEEKLY NEWS 28th FEBRUARY 2014

Wales Revives:

Our much supported team refocused and revived their motivation with a good win against a rather lack
lustre French team last Friday night. Enthusiasm and enjoyment from members and friends in the club
was probably as intense as anywhere with even a queue to get in before the match – is this a first ?!!
The evening’s success was sealed with some excellent real ale kindly donated by The Pembrokeshire
Brewery and half time chip butties to help calm any nerves.
The next match will certainly be a challenge and is always regarded as the “big one” against England at
Twickenham. Debenture grandstand seats are freely available to all members and friends in the
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clubhouse for the 3pm start on Sunday 9th March.

Boat Park Spring Clean Time:

Graham is planning Spring Cleaning sessions on Saturday 15th and Sunday 16th March to undertake
the annual spruce up of the boat park. Please will all sailing members support and participate.
Attendance on the Saturday will permit members to move up to the rugby at 2.45pm to watch Wales
overcome Scotland (we hope!)

RYA:

The recent RYA AGM report included a couple of aspects of interest. Firstly there were 77 applications
from members to stand for just 4 posts on the Committee which makes me wonder where we go wrong!
And with their meeting starting at 1100 and closing at 1115, I am amazed at their brevity! Maybe the
two aspects are connected and that if our Committee did not have to work such long hours we would
have members queuing up to commit - or perhaps it requires the presence of the direct speaking
Princess Anne ? Suggestions on a post card please ……..!!

Cruiser Crew Opportunity:

Our commiserations go out to our dutiful President, Rolfe John who has unfortunately fractured a
shoulder which leaves him single handed (literally) for some weeks. Normally over this period he would
be preparing his cruiser TwmBarlwm for the season. Are there any offers to provide some help with the
fitting out process please – any such help would be rewarded with the opportunity to crew with Rolfe on
subsequent trips and voyages. Contact Rolfe on 01834 813792 or email to rtjohnuk@yahoo.co.uk

A Mixed Fleet Rounding the Monkstone Mark

Skippers Mate

SSC WEEKLY NEWS 21st FEBRUARY 2014

Six Nations Rugby:

As an extra benefit to help us drown our sorrows or celebrate the result of this Friday’s match against
France, we are delighted to welcome all members and guests to the club to view the game with a barrel
of real ale kindly donated by The Pembrokeshire Brewery Company. This could be a useful taster session
as the Brewery is hoping to set up in Saundersfoot which would be very handy for future occasions!
There will also be sustaining chip cobs at half time and good companions to share the event with, so do
come down for the night. KO at 8pm.

Sailing Programme:

The new sailing programme is now finalised starting with the Fitting Out Supper on Friday 4th April. The
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programme offers a great season of 40 main series club races with a further ten in a Frostbite Series. A
new approach for the Cup races will be revealed at the Fitting Out Supper. There is also a new series of
Tuesday training/racing sessions together with a background of social Friday night events through the
summer providing a mix of social activities, talks, training etc. for all.

Nationals:

At the recent Committee meeting it was agreed to explore the possibility of running a National
Championship in 2015 in order to bolster our finances and keep membership rates down. This will
probably occur in August 2015 and all members are asked to be prepared to muck in and help either on
the water or in the club. Such involvement is always enjoyable and we want to ensure our usual high
standards and warm welcome for visiting sailors.

Training:

In order to provide adequate safety cover for Club racing and other events it is proposed to run
in-house power boat and rescue training this spring and interest is invited from all members. Further
details will be provided later.

St Brides Spa Hotel - Coppet Week:

We are delighted to report that this year’s Coppet Week will be sponsored by St Brides Spa Hotel with
the provision of a luxury weekend for two at the resort and other attractive activities which will be
prizes in a major raffle to be drawn during Coppet Week. The raffle will be open to competitors, club
members, locals, visitors and the general public.

Dinghy Show:

Last call for the dinghy Show at Alexandra Palace on Saturday 1st March! Tenby SC are organising a trip
if anyone is interested, leaving Tenby at 5am with possible pick ups on the way. Let someone else take
the strain of the journey – relax and enjoy the day ! Please contact paul_evenden@msn.com.

Nautical Nips - Definitions:

SENNIT, as professional cordwranglers and older sailors will know, is a flat cordage formed by plaiting
five or seven rope yarns together ! Cockney landlubbers will however recognise it as an instruction to
despatch an item by post !
Cruiser sailors may well recall with embarrassment that BE-NEAPED is the situation of a vessel when
she is aground at the height of spring tides – and can be as uncomfortable as the name implies!!
Finally, it should be clarified that a CRINGLE is a short piece of rope worked grommet fashion into the
boltrope of a sail and not a chocolate bar as requested by sail trainees !

Fireball Chasing the Fleet.
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Skippers Mate

SSC WEEKLY NEWS 14th FEBRUARY 2014

Six Nations Rugby:

There is a breathing space until the next game against France at 8pm on Friday 21st February, which is
just as well in view of the last performance! However unlike the unseemly verbal spats allocating blame
over the flooding disasters, we will refrain from any comment at this point in time (apart from putting a
curse on Johnny Sexton’s boots!!).

Clubhouse Improvement:

Work on refurbishing the club is progressing. The ladies toilet and showers are being upgraded with
vanity units, inset basins and a general smartening up. The outside wood work awaits the weather and
member volunteers for repainting.
As the new season approaches the Bosun will also no doubt be seeking helpers to clean up the dinghy
park in the usual annual Spring clean. Sand and other flotsam has blown in as usual and has not been
washed way despite the monsoons we have had. Invitations to participate will be offered soon, don’t
miss out !

Fitting Out Supper:

Plans are progressing for this event to be held on 4th April. Various new approaches are being
considered – firstly holding it on a Friday and with the format of a plated buffet together with real ale in
order to appeal to more members.

Anne-Marie:

A big “get well soon” to Anne-Marie who has a recuperation period ahead and has thus had to stand
down as Social Secretary. Thank you for all your energies supporting the club in the past and we look
forward to getting you back in harness when you are ready.

Your Club Needs Your Views:

The Dinghy Working Group have continued to beaver on behind the scenes and will very soon be
circulating the questionnaire to obtain views from all sailors in order to improve communications, safety
on the water, and the enjoyment and participation of all. Mick and Keith have already obtained a verbal
range of comments and suggestions (all decent!) which they hope to work on. The plea of a number
that “I can’t seem to catch the rest of the fleet up when racing” may take a little longer to solve than
some other more finite issues !!

SSC Training:

A number of members have attended training courses in January 2014. Mick Lightwood and Peter
Ordway obtained certification on Safeguarding Children and Young People. Malcolm Williams and Keith
Jones have updated their First Aid certificates.
Mick appears to have been masquerading as Mick Whitehead according to some reports but has
resumed his normal persona now !!

Coppet Week 25-30th May:

Details and application forms have been sent out to prospective competitors by email and there is a new
easy access section of the website providing full information thanks to Peter, our ever diligent
webmaster. If you have not been emailed, please go to the website.
David James has been busy securing outside support and there are some very exciting and attractive
prospects to be announced shortly for this year’s event. So watch this space and get it in your diaries
now.

Nautical Nips:

Whilst it is not nautical nor current, I cannot refrain from reproducing a quote from the inimical Baldrick
of Blackadder, which despite being an addict I had not heard before. His version of the cause of the First
World War was “because someone called Archie Duke shot an ostrich because he was hungry!!” Is there
any wonder that there is strife throughout the world !

Skippers Mate
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I must go down to the seas again, to the lonely sea and the sky, And all I ask is a tall ship and a star to
steer her by - It Takes All sorts !!

SSC WEEKLY NEWS 7th FEBRUARY 2014

Six Nations Rugby:

We all enjoyed the win against Italy last Saturday with the thought that Italy played well and are
constantly improving. Our delight was particularly aided by the Speckled Hen and Tanglefoot which
embellished the match most excellently ! Do come along for the next one - the club will be open and
welcoming for this Saturday’s game between Ireland and Wales with KO at 2.30pm. Our green cousins
will have their tails up after their win against Scotland so it will be a hard fought game !
The next game after that will be Wales against France on Friday (not Saturday) 21st February – KO at
8pm.

Laser Sailors:

An invitation to spend the weekend with Ellie Meopham. Ellie who is RYA Youth National Champion and
ISAF World Championship sailor will be coaching on the weekend of 8th and 9th Feb at Fishguard Bay
Yacht Club. Laser sailors of all ages are welcome to take part. It will cost £40 for the whole weekend. A
great opportunity!
There are only a limited number of places so If you would like to take part please contact Hester Walker
at hester.walker@welshsailing.org , as soon as you can.

Big Ben on Desert Island Discs – Little Ben in Ireland !

Whilst Ben Ainslie is entertaining us on Desert Island Discs and hoping to set up a UK America’s Cup
challenge, our Ben (Roberts) is maintaining his sailing progress by gaining selection along with 5 other
Welsh Topper sailors to represent Wales in the Nations Cup, in Northern Ireland. He flew out to Belfast
last Friday with the squad and coaches. Parents were “let off the hook” this time !!. Well done Ben.
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Ben Roberts concentrating hard on leading the Fleet!

Maritime Matters:

Dave Miller and Andrew Hodgson from the MCA at Milford Haven are to bring us up to date on the new
organisation and working of the Coastguards at 7.30pm on Friday 21st March in the club. They will
cover all aspects of coastal and maritime matters including the vital service of search and rescue on
which we all depend. It is sure to be an interesting and informative evening so get it in your diaries
now.

Nautical Nips:

"Give a man a fish and feed him for a day. Give him a fishing lesson and he'll sit in a boat drinking beer
every weekend." - Alex Blackwell
“A woman is like a tea bag - you can't tell how strong she is until you put her in hot water.”
- Eleanor Roosevelt.
“The pessimist complains about the wind; the optimist expects it to change; the realist adjusts the
sails.” William Arthur Ward

Skippers Mate

SSC WEEKLY NEWS 31st JANUARY 2014

Maritime Story Of Wales:

Are the myriad of community and volunteer maritime ventures in Wales making the most of public
interest in our maritime heritage? By working together rather than individually, “Wales and the Sea”
believes we can be more successful. These issues are discussed this Thursday 30th January starting at
7.30pm at Neyland Yacht Club, Picton Road, Neyland.

Protecting Children:

As an RYA Sail Training Centre we take our responsibilities very seriously. Instructors and helpers with
sail training will therefore be interested in the Safeguarding and Protecting Children Workshop this
Friday in Tenby SC at 6-9pm. An alternative date is available at Tata Steel SC on the 11th March
6.30—9.30pm. The workshop is important and relevant to all clubs involved with junior and youth
training. It is run by UK NSPCC. Further details from hester.walker@welshsailing.org

Six Nations Rugby:

The first game kicks off at 2.30pm this Saturday in the Millennium Stadium. We will be watching with a
grand stand view and all social amenities in the warmth and comfort of the club. So do join us and see
every last move !
The next game will be Ireland vs Wales, again in full colour with live sound (on and off the screen) in
the club on Saturday 8th.

Maritime Matters:
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Dave Miller and Andrew Hodgson from the MCA at Milford Haven are to bring us up to date on the new
organisation and working of the Coastguards at 7.30pm on Friday 21st March in the club. They will
cover all aspects of coastal and maritime matters including the vital service of search and rescue on
which we all depend. It is sure to be an interesting and informative evening so get it in your diaries
now.

First Aid:

For those wishing to get initial first aid training and for those needing to renew certificates, there is a
single day course at Tenby Sailing Club this Sunday from 9.00am to about 5.00pm. The course will cost
just £15. For more information contact Alistair Mackay at
sheerwater4@aol.com or by phone on 07974 300538.

2014 Membership:

We are now in the last few days of the prompt payment discount which expires this Friday.
Your call !!

Nautical Nips for older members!

Six of the best for older members!
1. I finally got my head together, and now my body is falling apart.
2. If God wanted me to touch my toes, he'd have put them on my knees.
3. When I'm finally holding all the right cards, everyone wants to play chess.
4. These days, I spend a lot of time thinking about the hereafter . . ..I go somewhere to get
something, and then wonder what I'm "here after".
5. Funny, I don't remember being absent-minded.
6. Have I sent this message to you before...or did I get it from you?

The recent storms not only encroached where they were not wanted but also uncovered
wrecks long since forgotten along our beaches.
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Skippers Mate

SSC WEEKLY NEWS 24th JANUARY 2014

Friday Evening Cruise:

A good crowd of members comprising non sailors as well as sailors, thoroughly enjoyed a voyage
around the coast of West Wales from Saundersfoot across to the Gower, up the Cleddau and north
towards Strumble Head with landfall in many bays, coves and harbours in company with the Griffiths
family in the comfort of Sherpa Mor. John Griff conducted us through an excellent series of pictures
(courtesy of Tonia and her new camera) with absorbing commentary throughout. Some clips of our club
sailing also created some humour and lessons in racing technique which added to the entertainment.
After this relaxation we were put through our paces with a very informative session identifying “rights of
way” on the water. This came as quite a revelation to many –even to some of the most experienced
sailors present – a very worthwhile exercise! All in all a very convivial and interesting evening.

Our next special evening get together will be in March as the appropriate Friday in February has the
French coming for a lesson in rugby !! All suggestions of topics and speakers would be welcome from
any source. Contact - commodore@saundersfootsailingclub.org.uk.

The club is of course open every Friday from around 8.30pm for the usual social – all welcome.

Bart’s Bash:

SSC is pleased to join the stirring concept for a mass sailing event across the Country, and indeed the
world, to remember Olympic sailor Bart Simpson who died in a tragic boating accident last year. Our
club was in fact the 200th club to embrace the idea and we are intending to develop a full day of sailing
and other activities. The date to remember is Sunday 21st September.

More information is posted on this website.

Bart Simpson UK Olympic Sailor.

Six Nations Rugby:

All members and their guests are welcome to watch all the Welsh matches in the Six Nations Series on
our big screen in the comfort of the club during February and March as follows:

Saturday 1st February Wales vs Italy 2.30pm

Saturday 8th February Ireland vs Wales 2.30pm
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Friday 21st February Wales vs France 8pm

Sunday 9th March England vs Wales 3pm

Saturday 15th March Wales vs Scotland 2.45pm

2014 Membership:

Membership renewals are now due and the end of the prompt payment incentive period is approaching
rapidly. If you haven’t renewed yet – take note and do it !!

Skippers Mate

SSC WEEKLY NEWS 17th JANUARY 2014

Message from our Dinghy Working Group:

Well the New Year has arrived and like many dinghy sailors confined to harbour unless you have a nice
lake to sail on or are brave enough to sail the recent surf, I am sure you are counting down the days to
getting back on the water. With this in mind your sailing Working Group has been beavering away in low
profile mode with a phone call here, a meeting there and many discussions with other keen sailors who
are being very forthcoming with ideas for 2014.
We want to keep the communication going and inform you as to what is being proposed or suggested
and also give you the chance to offer your views if you see something happening that could be
improved. There are many things that we are working on and are currently prioritizing them before we
start the new season. We are well on with the preparation of the 2014 sailing programme which will
show all the season’s sailing activities and hopefully include something completely different. We will be
in touch soon to find out availability and preferences for the all important duty rota which will
accompany the programme.
Thanks for the ideas and offers of help which will all result in a better programme and a successful 2014
on the water.

This Friday Evening at the Club:

Open evening with everyone welcome for a talk, slide show, quiz and refreshments from 7.30pm. Do
come and support this first get together of a new series of winter evenings.

Six Nations Rugby:

We are planning to show all the Welsh matches on our big screen in the comfort of the club with all the
facilities to enjoy every aspect of the games. (This is subject to a repair of the TV link but Rob is on to it
!!) All members and their guests are welcome.
The fixture dates are as follows:
Saturday 1st February Wales vs Italy 2.30pm
Saturday 8th February Ireland vs Wales 2.30pm
Friday 21st February Wales vs France 8pm
Sunday 9th March England vs Wales 3pm
Saturday 15th March Wales vs Scotland 2.45pm

2014 Membership:

Membership renewals are now due with the incentive of a £5 voucher for prompt payment.

Coppet Week:

This year’s Coppet Week will be run between Sunday 25th and Friday 30th May. The Notice of Race and
other details will be sent to previous competitors and be included on the website shortly. Cost to enter
the full series is £30 for SSC & TSC members and £60 for visitors until 1st May after which there will be
a £10 and £20 surcharge respectively.
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Sherpa Mor at rest in Solva - for the full expose come to the club this Friday!!

Skippers Mate

SSC WEEKLY NEWS 10th JANUARY 2014

What a Feisty Festive Period !

The usual 12 day festive celebrations of Christmas and the New Year have been back- dropped by the
most extreme winds and rain resulting in a less than happy period for some. Main coastal bus routes
have been ripped up and closed at Amroth and Newgale, beaches have been generally re-arranged often
moving into public and domestic areas, boughs and some trees have been blown down causing travel
disruption and flooding has made misery of peoples homes and caused grief to farmers and those
working outside.
However this is not the tone on which to start the New Year reporting and it is good to remember that
there has been some great enjoyment going on despite the difficulties! Proficient windsurfers and
surfers have had some tremendous outings and thrills. Boat owners have been consoled that their craft
are tucked up safely on the hard – although we had a brief scare when some kayaks decided to go for a
voyage on their own, but fortunately soon remedied. Cruiser owners have snatched some good
interludes to continue their winter playtime on their boats and local marine lemmings have undertaken
their usual crazy beachhead rush into the sea with a good attempt to persuade others that they were
having a great time!

Carols and Mince Pies Evening:

This pre Christmas event was pretty well attended with everyone in good voice. Thanks to Keith for
providing mulled wine and carol sheets, and to the members who toiled over hot stoves and
supermarket checkouts to provide the tasty mince pies. Reports that our unique Chorister Colin had
been presented with a blow up doll during the evening stimulated the imagination but were soon
corrected to a wind up doll producing variations on choral favourites such as YMCA in order to provide
him with encouragement for future club performances !!

New Year’s Eve:

As usual this club opening provided an excellent venue for members and many guests to watch the
fireworks and enjoy the clubhouse facilities, rising to a very lively evening later on. Many thanks to
Martin and Rob for running the bar and holding the fort.

New Year’s Day:
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Soup and rolls plus mince pies and stollen were available at lunchtime after the swim – provided free to
swimmers with medals. Thanks to Rob, Ivan, Jan, James and Barbara for their sterling efforts.

Forthcoming events:

The first of an exciting new series of winter meetings is not to be missed next Friday 17th from 7.30pm
when all members will be reminded what boating is all about and be invited on a voyage of sunshine
and sailing as seen from Sherpa Mor over the last 12 months. This nostalgic trip via slides and
commentary will include Club Races, Coppet Week, and also some scenic shots of the county during
trips off the water. John Griffiths then having whetted appetites will stretch the grey matter with an
interactive racing rules quiz.
Members will also be encouraged to discuss what topics they would be interested to hear about and
cover over the remaining sequence of planned monthly talks on sailing matters in the build up to the
new season. Free refreshments will be on offer.

Harbour Issues:

The Marine Navigation Act 2013 came into force at the beginning of the year under which failure to
comply with harbour rules becomes a criminal offence. The RYA has been working hard to secure an
official Code of Conduct for Harbour Authorities taking on these additional powers in order to safeguard
all harbour users and this is now also in place.

2014 Membership:

Don’t forget that prompt payment for 2014 membership attracts a £5 voucher, so get renewing now if
you have not already done so!

Looks like the start of something good to whet the appetite for the new season !

Skippers Mate
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